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A research institute
at the heart of the information society

6

The
research units
in France are located
in the following regions:
Aquitaine, Brittany, Lorraine
and Franche-Comté,
Ile-de-France, Nord-Pas-de-Calais,
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
and Languedoc-Roussillon, Rhône-Alpes

3,200

persons

including 2,400 scientists
(INRIA and partner organizations)

110

project-teams

Initial budget

119.4

million euros
exclusive of tax

one quarter of which in self-resources

The National Institute for Research in Computer Science
and Control is placed under the joint authority
of the Ministries of Research and Industry. INRIA's goal is
to conduct basic and applied research in the fields of information
and communication science and technology (ICST).
INRIA is very active on the European and international levels
and intends to be the leader in the field of ICST.
A characteristic of the Institute is to combine research results
technology transfer with scientific excellence within the same
teams. INRIA established partnerships with large industrial
research centers for this purpose.
INRIA plays a driving role in French research in the field of ICST
through training through research, scientific information diffusion
and its participation in international programs
INRIA is organized into six decentralized research units,
with 3,200 people including 2,400 scientists, most often from
partner organizations (universities, engineering schools, CNRS),
gathered within approximately one hundred project-teams.
For close to twenty years, INRIA has been developing expertise
in technology transfer, especially through company foundations
reinforced by the action of its INRIA-Transfert subsidiary.
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A Message from INRIA's Vice-President For Science
Gilles Kahn
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The year 2003 is an important year for Information and Communication Science and Technology
and for INRIA. Industry just went through a difficult pass and is giving clear signs of renewed vitality,
especially in the United States. Asia is showing growing dynamism. This industrial evolution heralds
an upcoming boost for research efforts. For INRIA, it presages a more favorable context in terms of exchange
of ideas, people and research programs. The launching of startups, which had been momentarily endangered,
has picked up again.
For INRIA, 2003 was the end of a four year contract during which the Institute has known significant growth.
Scientific results grew in proportion and some indicators show that the quality and recognition of our work
have improved. A wide ranging collective consultation was organized to prepare a Strategic Plan
for the Institute, with the goal of renewing a contract with the government and of an intelligent follow-up
of our results. This Strategic Plan was approved by the Board of Directors in July 2003. A few weeks later,
our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Bernard Larrouturou, was appointed General Director of CNRS.
Nonetheless the team he had set up continued his work, by relying on a team spirit of the best quality
within the Institute.
2003 was also the beginning of intense European relations at INRIA to prepare the 6th Framework
Program. Scientists mobilized with the support of the institution, and multiple proposals in which INRIA
is involved were accepted. The efforts to be expended are high and only the future will tell whether
the operational results in terms of research, understanding of industrial problems, scientist exchanges
and fruitful collaboration will be equal to the expectations.
The INRIA Futurs research unit that coordinates our efforts on the three new sites of Bordeaux, Lille
and Saclay, started to grow in size. Our partners cannot doubt INRIA's resolve to increase its research
and technological innovation activities on these three sites. Naturally, for the few coming years, the resolve
of the government is just as crucial for a rapid and efficient development.
Rapid growth generates difficulties. INRIA personnel stood up to these difficulties, and homage must be paid
to them. It is hard to make rapid changes in a public organization that evolves in a context of regulations
that are sometimes not very well adapted to the reactivity that is required in research, hard but nonetheless
possible. INRIA is a proof of that.
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To be

an international
reference point
4

In spite of the economic downturn that has marked
the activity of this sector for three years, technological
innovation continues to progress at an accelerated
pace in the field of ICST and is entering all sectors
of human endeavor: engineering, telecommunications,
defense, health, environment, transportation,
commerce, finance and so on. Computer science
and modeling will be at the core of science during
the next decades.
ICST also plays a key role in the competitiveness
of business and is the research field that creates
the most employment. Research in ICST has become
a totally strategic and extremely competitive activity
sector on the international level.
INRIA is a research institute that is internationally
renowned and one of the principal French assets
in the field. Its action is geared toward a major
objective, becoming an international point of reference
for the scientific challenges it has set itself to.
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A new strategic plan
to assert our ambitions

The Inria Strategic Plan for the period
2003-2007 was adopted on July 1st, 2003
by the Board of Directors. In the Plan,
INRIA describes its vision of the field of ICST
and presents its ambitions and strategy.
The present Strategic Plan, like its predecessor,
carries a forceful message. Public research
in the field of ICST constitutes a significant
part of the foundations of the “information
society”, on which job creation and economic
competitiveness in France will rely in the
coming decades. France must vigorously and
ambitiously enter the intense international
competition of research and innovation
in ICST. During the coming years, INRIA will
thus reassert its priorities by pushing even
further the definition of its ambitions and
the means to achieve them.

Experimental platform to study learning
of object tracking by color - Project CORTEX
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INRIA's principal objectives
for 2003-2007
Achieving
scientific and technological
breakthroughs
in seven major priority challenges:
These seven challenges stem
from considerations about the future
conducted by the research scientists
and university professors of INRIA’s
project-teams. They are based
on a certain number of skills already
present at the Institute and are inspired
by the major needs identified in ICST
changes.
The objective is to acquire expertise and
recognition at the top level worldwide.

Continuing to develop
a very open institution model
by combining fundamental research
activities with a strong involvement
in technology transfer activities,
industrial collaborations and company
foundations, by carrying out numerous
international exchanges and
by maintaining a large proportion
of non permanent staff within
the project-teams.

Reinforcing partnerships
with the universities
and engineering schools
by developing a policy of welcoming
professors and research scientists
and contributing to the increase
in the national effort of training through
research in the field of ICST.

Contributing to the setting up
of excellence centers
of European and international
standing
by collaborating with higher education
establishments and with CNRS in the
evolution of the national public research
organization in the field of ICST.

Creating new units
and reinforcing national covering
by developing the new sites in Bordeaux,
Lille and Saclay, with a view toward
opening up a new research unit in each
of these sites within four years.

Increasing
the Institute’s attraction
in the international competition
by augmenting its capability to welcome
and recruit foreign students and research
scientists, amplifying its involvement
in the European research area and
developing collaborations with Asia.

Bolstering efforts in terms
of scientific and technical
information diffusion
aimed at youth in order to be recognized
as the resource center of reference
in scientific and technical information
in ICST.

Optimizing
administrative and financial
management
by developing a culture
of professionalism and efficiency
in all support services.

Continuing to develop
the human resources policy
at the service of its ambition
in particular in the areas of management,
mobility and training.
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Electronic tags (RFID tags) - Project POPS

Scientific excellence
in clearly defined areas

7 major priority
scientific challenges
Designing and mastering
the future network infrastructures
and communication services
platforms
Mastering the functioning of complex,
heterogeneous networks requires
the development of basic and applied
research in architecture and protocol
design, as well as in network modeling,
optimization, planning and management.

Developing multimedia data
and multimedia information
processing
The ambition of multimedia information
processing is to reach the point where
computers not only handle such data,
but also process their meaning
or an approximation of their meaning,
with acceptable performance.

Guaranteeing the reliability
and security of software-intensive
systems
Equipment interconnection opens up
considerable new possibilities,
but also all sorts of vulnerabilities
and opportunities for malfunction.
Software reliability and security must
thus be approached from a new angle.

Coupling models and data
to simulate and control
complex systems
The multiplication of sensors,
the available computing power and
the emergence of new application
sectors lead to the need to model,
identify, control and optimize complex
systems for which current methods
in automatic control and scientific
computing are not sufficient. Complex
living systems, nanotechnology
and the environment are examples of
the main fields in which such problems
arise and on which INRIA focuses.

Combining simulation,
visualization and interaction
Geometrical modeling, simulation and
visualization software are at the heart
of object design and the analysis
of their structures. Virtual prototyping,
digital mock-ups and inverse engineering
are transforming the engineer’s trade.
These new design methods will
increasingly require coupling simulation,
visualization and interaction. Several
significant technological changes make
it possible to envision such a coupling:
the considerable power of graphics
processors is increasing faster than
that of general purpose processors,
new digital acquisition systems (laser,
imaging), and the new 3D visualization
systems coupled with varied interaction
devices. The resulting scientific
challenges are manifold.

Modeling living structures
and mechanisms
Information processing and modeling
techniques—algorithmics, discrete
models, knowledge processing, signal
processing, statistical learning and
automatic control—are necessary to deal
with such very large knowledge bases
and to simulate the basic mechanisms
of life. INRIA is working on improving
them in collaboration with life scientists
and organizations.

Fully integrating ICST
into medical technology
Significant effort has been expended
in understanding in what way ICST can
contribute to clinical medicine.
Expected progress is considerable
for continuous patient follow-up, analysis
personalization, computer aided surgery,
efficient medicine administration
and prosthesis improvement.
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CAT, a 6 degree of freedom peripheral
for a virtual environment – Project IPARLA

The Strategic Plan
in the research units

Key figures

In the framework of the new Strategic
Plan, INRIA's scientific and technological
objectives are henceforth spelled out
for each research unit, depending
on one hand on the available skills,
and on the other hand on the local
and regional contexts.

2,300
20
3,500

scientific publications

international conferences

Thus, the Lorraine research unit will
strive to primarily develop its activities
in four directions: automatic speech
processing and multimodal
communication, simulation and
visualization, computer system security,
and bioinformatics.

33

The Rennes unit will focus on network
and software infrastructures
for telecommunications, in coherence
with an important regional fabric
in the field, and bioinformatics research
in the framework of “Ouest Génopole”.

participants,
including 2,000 from abroad

partner establishments,
organizations, universities
and engineering schools

9,600
800

hours of teaching

doctoral candidates,
130 post-docs

The Rhône-Alpes unit will reinforce four
themes in which it already has invested
a great deal: bioinformatics, the design
and implementation of heterogeneous
communication infrastructures,
the combination of models, data,
simulation and virtual reality,
and micro-nanotechnology, in which
a strong regional dynamics exists.
INRIA Rocquencourt will mobilize
its skills in computing and applied
mathematics for three objectives:
mastering networks and systems,
the expressiveness of programming
languages, the validation of high
performance algorithms and the modeling
of living beings.
Finally, the Sophia Antipolis unit will
concentrate on two major objectives:
the design and use of ubiquitous
computing systems and the modeling
of living beings.
The Futurs research unit is too recent
to set marked priorities. The unit will
however take into account INRIA’s
priority challenges and the priority
objectives of the other units.

Simulation of a lighting project
for the Saint-Sauveur de Figeac abbey church
(in collaboration with CRAI) – Project ISA
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An ever more open
institution model
INRIA is the sole establishment
in the whole of French research
that is dedicated to computer science
and applied mathematics. Because
of the quality of its research scientists,
its involvement in training through
research, its results in research as well as
in technology transfer, and its resolute
involvement in the construction
of the European research area and
in international competition, INRIA
enjoys prominent international status.
This situation confers a special
responsibility on INRIA. In the coming
years, the Institute will develop its eight
research units, in close collaboration
with higher education, to play a leading
role in the sites where they are located.
These centers will regroup training,
research and technological innovation
activities, in order to attract the best
specialists, play a strong regional role
and be recognized in terms of European
and international standing.
INRIA’s collaborations with the other
national research and higher education
institutions are extremely numerous
and active. INRIA’s visiting program
makes it possible for the Institute
to welcome to its project-teams several
dozens academics, research scientists
or civil servants from the technical
bodies of the state every year. INRIA
will pursue this objective by devoting
15 to 20% of tenured researcher
positions to this effort. The policy will
also be more oriented toward
the development of relations with
other scientific fields, with a priority
for the life sciences.

Visualization of contact zones between two molecules in an immersive room – ARC Docking
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The life
of project-teams
19 new project-teams and one
development project were started
in 2003, 17 of which are in partnership
with other establishments (indicated
by an asterisk):
ALCOVE* / collaborative interactive
virtual environment
(Christophe Chaillou, UR Futurs Lille)
ATLAS* / complex data management
in distributed systems
(Patrick Valduriez, UR Rennes)
AXIS* / usage-centered design, analysis
and improvement of information systems
(Brigitte Trousse, UR Sophia Antipolis)

Developing centers of excellence
demands a clarification of the research
operation and an increased
complementarity between INRIA and
CNRS. These aspects have been
thoroughly discussed within the Institute
and in numerous exchanges with partner
institutions—universities, engineering
schools, CNRS—and resulted in various
proposals. These proposals are
in the context of side by side work
or in the framework of “off site”
projects, most often integrating joint
teams.
In the long run, each of the centers
in which the Institute is present, will
thus primarily consist of a research unit
jointly operated with partners of the site,
to which will be added a moderate
number of “off site” research projects.
In parallel with the above developments
within the research units, the Institute
has also reinforced its structures
for international relations. A new Director
for European and International Relations
(DREI) was appointed in 2003, who
previously held a position for scientific
collaboration at the French embassy
in Japan. Support for scientific excellence
is the foremost activity of the DREI,
with a certain number of priorities.
On the operational side, the priorities
are to develop relations with
the European community, Asia and
the United States. On the functional
side, they are to increase research
scientist access to international funding
and to improve the efficiency
of the network of correspondents
in the research units.

CALVI* / scientific computation
and visualization
(Éric Sonnendrücker, UR Lorraine)
CASSIS* / combination of approaches
to the security of infinite states systems
(Michael Rusinowitch, UR Lorraine)
DEMAR* / artificial movement
and gait restoration
(David Guiraud, UR Sophia Antipolis)
EXMO / computer mediated exchange
of structured knowledge
(Jérôme Euzenat, UR Rhône-Alpes)
GEOMETRICA* / Geometric computing
(Jean-Daniel Boissonnat, UR Sophia Antipolis)
GRAND-LARGE* / global parallel
and distributed computing
(Franck Cappello, UR Futurs, Orsay)
IPARLA* / visualization and manipulation
of complex data on wireless mobile
devices (Pascal Guitton, UR Futurs,
Bordeaux)
JACQUARD* / software components weaving
(Jean-Marc GEIB, UR Futurs, Lille)
LEAR* / learning and recognition
in computer vision
(Cordelia Schmid, UR Rhône-Alpes)
MAESTRO* / models for the performance
analysis and the control of networks
(Philippe Nain, UR Sophia Antipolis)
MODBIO* / computational models
in molecular biology
(Alexander Bockmayr, UR Lorraine)
OBASCO* / objects, aspects and components
(Pierre Cointe, UR Rennes)
POP ART / programming and operating
systems for applications in real-time
(Éric Rutten, UR Rhône-Alpes)
PRIMA* / perception, recognition
and integration for observation of activity
(James Crowley, UR Rhône-Alpes)
RESO* / protocols and software for very
high-performance networks
(Pascale Vicat-Blanc Primet,
UR Rhône-Alpes)
SCILAB / Scilab development
(Claude Gomez, UR Rocquencourt)
TANC* / algorithmic number theory
for cryptology
(Francois Morain, UR Futurs, Orsay)
9 project-teams were terminated in 2003.
The researchers involved are considering joining
other teams or proposing new project-teams.
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An asserted presence
in international research
The Institute is pursuing its commitment
in the construction and development
of the European research area through
its involvement in ERCIM, the European
Consortium for research in computer
science and mathematics. The group
gathers 18 members from 18 countries.
It plays a driving role and increased its
representativeness within the scientific
and technological community.
The European commission is now relying
on ERCIM for European research followup. In January 2003, the group took
a new step by becoming the host
of the W3C. ERCIM thus offers the W3C
new opportunities of collaboration with
European research and industry circles.
In Europe, the 6th Framework Program
(FP) is a very good way of developing
European partnerships on such strategic
subjects for the Institute as security,
grid computing and new network
technology. Numerous proposals
submitted by INRIA were accepted

Exceptional success
of our proposals
to the 6th FP

(see box).

The European countries in the process
of joining the European Union are also
a development target. The collaboration
with the Baltic States and with Romania
will be intensified.
Multilateral collaborations with Russia
are also bound to develop.

Over 230 proposals were accepted
among 1,400 submitted for the first
call for proposals of the 6th FP
concerning the “information society
technologies” priority. INRIA was
partner in 57 submissions, 21 of which
were accepted. This success rate is
twice the average rate.
Among these proposals are
12 excellence networks (networks
that integrate several partners
in order to reach a critical mass
and place Europe on the top spot
worldwide) and 6 integrated projects
that also regroup several partners
on themes that are INRIA priorities.

The development of relations with Asia,
already started for several years,
is becoming a priority. The number
of Asian visitors to the Institute tripled
in four years. In 2000, LIAMA,
the Franco-Chinese laboratory jointly
operated with the Beijing Academy
of Science, broadened the agreement
signed with INRIA in 1997 to include
CNRS and CIRAD. Following a call for
proposals, ten proposals were selected.
In 2003, nine projects were renewed
and a new one was accepted.
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Key figures

1,000

scientific visitors
coming from 70 countries

Joint laboratories in Moscow, Beijing,
Mexico, etc.

100

ongoing European projects
with 850 academic
and industrial partners

30%

foreign researcher
scientists recruited in 2003

Industrial collaboration programs with
Japan (Hitachi) and the initiatives already
started with Hong Kong, Singapore,
Taiwan and Korea will also be reinforced.
India is also a major stake, with a student
welcoming program, agreements signed
with universities for the participation
of French scientists in teaching, and
the launch of joint research programs,
especially in linguistic engineering.
The third priority of international relations
is the United States and Canada, with
especially active collaborations due
to personal initiatives established during
international conferences or short
duration visits. A framework agreement
signed with the NSF supports around
ten projects. In addition, the participation
of North-American project-teams
in the INRIA Associate Teams program is
particularly important since it represents
50% of all supported teams.
INRIA is also still very active in Africa.
The Institute participated in setting up
the SARIMA scientific interest group
(Support for research activities
in computer sciences and mathematics
in Africa), in collaboration with three
French universities and the CIMPA,
in order to harmonize collaboration
policies between various African
and Middle-Eastern countries, including
Senegal, Cameroon, Tunisia and Lebanon.
The development of exchanges and
collaborations has intensified. Around
twenty institutions from 12 different
countries representing all continents
were INRIA partners through
the Internship program that welcomes
foreign interns. Around fifty of them
benefitted from the program in 2003.
At the same time, INRIA research
scientists went abroad for research
visits and stays in addition
to the exchanges of the associate teams
program. The post-doc program made
it possible to send fifteen French Ph
doctors to spend one year in a research
department in America, Europe or Asia.

3 major events
2nd ECCB Conference
Cité des Sciences, Paris
ECCB, the European conference
on bioinformatics was held for the first
time in 2002 in Saarbrück, Germany.
The second conference was held in
September 2003 at the Cité des Sciences
in Paris and met with growing success.
JOBIM, the French open meeting
on biology, computer science and
mathematics, took place at the same
time. All areas of biology were concerned
—genomics, evolution, proteomics, etc.—
as well as all aspects of the development
of bioinformatics methods such as
combinatorics, stochastic modeling,
knowledge representation. INRIA was
well represented side by side with CNRS,
INRA and INSERM.

A “wireless networks” conference
for the 20 years of Sophia Antipolis
WiOpt'03
This workshop was organized in March
2003 on the occasion of the 20th
anniversary of the Sophia Antipolis
research unit. The topic was optimization
and modeling of mobile, ad hoc and
wireless networks. There were over 100
attendants and numerous internationally
renowned speakers. The success
of the workshop is due to its theoretical
orientation, namely the mathematical
aspects and information theory.
The workshop was initiated by the École
polytechnique fédérale of Lausanne,
Cambridge University and INRIA.

9th ICCV Conference in Nice
As a consequence of the epidemic
problems in Asia, the conference that was
originally planned in Beijing, was held
in Nice in October 2003. There were 622
participants from 36 countries, including
42% from Eastern Europe, 35% from
North America and 16% from Asia.
The lectures and workshops presented
multiple convergences between computers
and vision: image segmentation and
fragmentation, detection and recognition,
graphics applications, etc.
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At the heart
of research
Fostering software
development
Focus on four software packages
Like every research institute, INRIA
develops concepts and knowledge that
are published in the scientific literature.
Its work also results in software and
experimental equipment that are part
of its scientific production, on par with
publications. A few examples of this
production are detailed below.

Graphite
A search tool for image creation

The Graphite platform was developed
by the Isa team with the goal of
making the team’s work better known
within the scientific community.
Graphite combines computer graphics
and 3D modeling search services
(display and data structure software,
etc.) and the team’s own production,
including the first automatic surface
unfolding software based on the LSCM
method (Least Squares Conformal Maps).
Surface unfolding is usually tediously
performed by hand in texture application,
reverse engineering and the visualization
of large 3D models. The platform is
distributed in open source under GPL
license and with access to the function
library, in order to let researchers easily
test the mathematical models for 3D
object geometry and lighting published
by the department. Graphite hopes
to eventually host the contributions
of all researchers in the field.

The Graphite interface – Project ISA

GEB
Visualizing bacterial genomic
and functional data

GenoExpertBacteria is a bacterial
organism genomic and functional data
exploration software package developed
by project Helix. The software offers
new advances in life science modeling
by making it possible to visualize links
between genomic, proteinic and
metabolic knowledge. Genes, proteins,
chemical compounds, biochemical
reactions and their relations are
represented in a knowledge base.
Users can consult the properties
of an object, assess the links that
this object has with other objects
in the base and thus navigate the base
by moving from one object to the next.
They can also express complex requests
graphically. Specialized visualization
modules are used to display the data
in appropriate graphic form, such as
the representation of a metabolic path,
the genetic elements on a chromosome,
a biochemical reaction of the 2D
structure of a chemical compound.
GEB can be used as a standalone
application or be integrated into
the GenoStar platform.
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Baladin
3D images from cross-sections

Baladin is a geometric matching
software among the many packages
developed by project Epidaure.
What is special about Baladin is that it
can process images that are very similar
to each other, but have numerous minor
differences. This is especially ideal
to reconstruct 3D medical images from
successive cross-sections of an organ
(histologic or MRI cross-sections
for example). The software also works
very well to match images of a single
patient but from different origins
(MRI and scanner) to compute radiation
doses in radiotherapy.

TOM
Code transformation

Being able to reuse data managed
by a classical language is a fundamental
problem. TOM is a software package
developed by project Protheo to provide
a high performance solution to this
problem. This compilation tool can be
adapted to data structures and supplies
a high level filtering mechanism.
One of its features is to be native
language independent. TOM is thus
able to generate filtering or rewriting
automata in various languages, including
C, Java and Caml. TOM is already used
in research and in industry. Its main
applications concern the transformation
of XML documents and the development
of compilation, proof and verification
methods. TOM is freely available
on the Internet and runs on most
development environments.

Mesh of the molecular surface
of crambin – Project SCALAPPLIX
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Fostering the emergence
of new research: cooperative
research initiatives
Focus on 3 cooperative research
initiatives (ARC)
The goal of these initiatives is to foster
the emergence of new research topics,
in particular by supporting initiatives
by young researchers and partnerships
with external research groups.
Let us focus on three ARC.

Télégéo ARC
New data compression tools
adapted to three-dimensional objects

The potential applications of virtual
reality via the Internet are immense,
but their development is hindered by
the huge quantity of information to be
transmitted and their three-dimensional
nature. INRIA gathers projects
Geometrica, Isa and Temics, INSA Lyons
and the ENST Paris within the Télégéo
ARC. The goal is to devise high
performance compression methods
for such images. Two new algorithms
were designed in this framework.
One of the algorithms is a meshing
process whereby object surfaces are not
sampled by points but by a set of curves,
which significantly reduces the amount
of information necessary to describe an
object. The other is a mesh compression
algorithm that inputs a given mesh
and outputs the smallest possible file
that describes this mesh.

Thalweg ARC
Turbulent phenomena image analysis

Visualization of the major connection paths
between the different areas of the cortex, based
on MRI images – project ODYSSÉE

Thalweg is a joint effort of project Air
and teams from the École normale
supérieure, the École Polytechnique
and the University of Paris XIII.
Research carried out within Thalweg is
intended to define new processing tools
for images in which the interesting
phenomena are of turbulent and chaotic
nature, based on models used in
statistical physics.
Thalweg researchers are especially
interested in satellite images of
meteorological phenomena (convective
clouds in thermal infrared), whose main
application is the determination of rain
areas in such images. This work is
in the context of a currently booming
research field, complex multiscale signal
analysis.
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Ceremony in honor
of the prizes of the
Academy of Sciences
in computer science
and applied
mathematics
This ceremony was organized
on INRIA's initiative, with support
from the CNES, the Society for
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
(SMAI), the Pierre et Marie Curie
University and the Direction
Générale de l'Armement. It was held
on November 28, under the patronage
of the Academy of Sciences and in the
presence of Madam Claudie Haigneré,
Minister for Research and Technology.
The work of the five laureates was
presented. These prizes are awarded
to research scientists and professors
in recognition of work carried out in
France. Their objective is to promote
French research and contribute
to its development via the support
of the institutions that are at the
origin of the award-winning projects.
The Montpetit prize, founded by
INRIA, was awarded to J.-F. Cardoso,
a researcher at CNRS, ENST Paris.
It is awarded to a research scientist
or an engineer in acknowledgment
of work in applied mathematics
pertaining in particular to computing,
automatic control, robotics, signal
processing, and so on.

CPBio ARC

ARES

Formal modeling tools
in system biology

ARES stands for Service Network
Architecture. The project deals
with problems in connection with the
deployment of services on radio
network architectures, either ad hoc
or WLAN, organized around a fixed
infrastructure or combining both modes.
The scientific challenges are primarily
related to system and protocol
interoperability, and optimization
of radio, network and system resources
in terms of bandwidth and terminal
capacity. The project does not concern
application studies, but usage scenarios
for ubiquitous networks that can be
used to define the elementary services
that network and middleware supports
will have to offer. This approach is
complemented by the implementation
of experimental platforms and prototypes.

The CPBio ARC intends to develop
formal modeling tools in system biology.
Researchers from projects Contraintes
and Modbio participate in this ARC
in collaboration with scientists from
the Génoscope and CNRS. They have
devised systems capable of modeling
certain aspects of cellular dynamics,
with the possibility of integrating new
data supplied by genomic and
post-genomic (proteins) technology
when they arrive. These models allow
for the use of efficient tools of formal
verification of properties. Using a query
language, biologists will be able to
collect the model's predictions in a given
context and thus guide their work.

Fostering
experimentations
Focus on 3 experimentations
ALCOVE
Models are increasingly realistic
and present in many fields. They require
however very complex computing tools.
The goal of project ALCOVE is to
implement new forms of interaction
between humans and virtual objects
that are more natural for humans.
Progress has already been accomplished,
with the participation of these teams.
It is for example possible to interact
visually and by touch on models based
on physical laws. The most convincing
results are used to simulated surgical
operations. Thus, it should be possible
to do lab work remotely and in group
or simulate a delicate operation before
performing it on a patient.
ALCOVE is a joint project of INRIA Futurs
and LIFL (CNRS and the University of Science
and Technology of Lille), located in Lille.

Awards,
appointments

Michel Cosnard
Charles Babbage Prize of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Computer Society.
Michel Cosnard is the author of about one
hundred publications. His favorite research
fields are automata and neuron network
complexity, parallel algorithm design
and analysis and grid computing.

ARES is a joint team of INRIA Rhône-Alpes
and INSA Lyons, located in Lyons.

IN SITU
The relations between humans and
computers have changed dramatically
within twenty years. The raw power of
machines in terms of processor speed,
memory size and disk space has been
multiplied by 1,000. In spite of this,
input peripherals (keyboard and mouse)
and output peripherals (bitmap screen
of approximately 1 megapixels) have
stayed practically the same.
Additionally, current interfaces are
too complex for increasingly numerous
users and the quantity of information
to be handled becomes gigantic.
Moreover, hardware platforms
diversify (cell phones vs. workbench)
and the convergence of computers
and telecommunication imposes new
real time data sharing capabilities.
Project IN SITU is developed in partnership with the LRI, the computing
department of the University of Paris
Sud and CNRS, in order to develop
new techniques and methods that meet
these needs. The long term goal is
to come up with a new generation
of interactive environments that combine
the expression power of programmable
systems with concepts that are more
natural and simpler for human beings.
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Philippe Flajolet
Senior research scientist at INRIA,
was elected at the French Academy
of Sciences.
A former student of École Polytechnique,
Philippe Flajolet has found original solutions
to questions concerning the analysis
of algorithms complexity in multiple fields.

Alain Girault
was awarded the CS (Communication
and Systemes Cie) 2003 prize for
information technology, for his project
“automatic distribution of synchronous
programs.”
This prize is placed under the patronage
of the French Academy of Technology.
It is awarded every year to a young
researcher or engineer under 40 for an
innovative project with significant impact
in business. Alain Girault is a junior research
scientist at INRIA Rhône-Alpes and
a member of the POP ART team.
His research concern embedded software
design methods, especially synchronous
programming and fault tolerance.

A better distribution
of scientific and technical information
The Institute is committed to
communicating its skills, projects
and achievements, in order to raise
awareness on the major stakes
of research in ICST. INRIA's ambition
is to be recognized as a reference
in terms of document resources in
the field of ICST. In 2003, the evolution
of information professions within
the digital environment caused
by the growing impact of the diffusion
of scientific results on the Web,
was considered.
This reflection will be continued in order
to aid in setting up digital tools for page
setup, browsing, archiving and so on,
that are necessary to distribute
and highlight the scientific production
of INRIA's teams.

A few publications
The Finite Element Analysis of Shells Fundamentals

Eurydice
promoting the distribution
of scientific results
A new electronic distribution service
called Eurydice was set up.
This service is the result of the
integration of a free contents server
software developed in partnership
by INRIA and IMAG, with support
from the Rhône-Alpes region,
with a document server software
marketed by Xerox. Eurydice lets
researchers browse the tables
of contents of all journals to which
INRIA's information centers subscribe
from their workstation, and access
the articles under different modes
depending on the perimeter, format
and subscription mode of the journal.
At the beginning of 2004, Eurydice
integrated subscriptions from four
of the six information centers
and accessible from all of INRIA.
The deployment will be completed
by summer 2004.

Dominique Chapelle and K.J. Bathe
Springer 2003.

This book concerns the study of the mechanical
behavior of shells, as well as the formulation
and analysis of numerical methods capable
of capturing this behavior. A characteristic
of the book is to provide a dual point of view
of applied mathematics and structural mechanics
for a better understanding and more thorough
analysis of the complexity of both physical
and numerical phenomena.
Dominique Chapelle is an engineer of the Ponts et
Chaussées School and MACS project team leader,
INRIA Rocquencourt.

Geographic computer graphics
Igat treatise, Géomatique series - François Sillion
Lavoisier Publishers, 2002.

The book gathers together contributions
of research scientists from Gravir-Imag, INRIA,
Loria, the Joseph Fourier University,
Vitia/EISTI/Vittel and the University of Montreal
on the most advanced techniques for graphic
visualization based on Igat numerical data.
The topics covered include the creation of 3D
models from photographs, the representation
of 3D models with different spatial scales,
the numerical simulation of lighting, and non
photorealistic drawing and visualization methods.
François Sillion is scientific head of project ARTIS
(GRAVIR-IMAG, INRIA, Grenoble).

A treatise on virtual reality
2 volumes. Presses de l'École des mines de Paris, 2003.

This treatise is the only recent book in French
on virtual reality. It presents the concepts,
the interfaces, the computing techniques and
the applications. This second version was written
by virtual reality research scientists.
Numerous authors, including B. Arnaldi, A. Chauffaut,
T. Duval, S. Donikian (project SIAMES),
J-M. Burkhardt (project EIFFEL), S. Coquillart
(project I3D).
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Promoting research
in ICST
In 2003, in order to raise public
awareness on the stakes in ICST and the
benefits to society brought by INRIA, the
Institute has expanded its communication
policy for diverse audiences. The external
newsletter INédit doubled its pagination
with eight pages. The purpose of INédit
is still to communicate with current
and potential partners on the ongoing
projects and achievements.
A new medium aimed at public
authorities called Bleu INRIA was
launched to raise awareness on
the impact of ICST on all activity sectors
and the role of INRIA within European
and world research.
Cristal cluster 32, a PC cluster
designed by the MIRIAD team

INRIA began a collaboration with France
Info for the general public. Several topics
were covered in news flashes
in December 2003. This initiative will be
amplified in 2004.

The goal of the Interstices website is to
present information and communication
science and technology to a wide
audience via multimedia documents.
The diversity of research in the field
will be made better known and
the activities and scientific production
of research scientist better understood.
The website contents were developed
during 2003 and it will open during
the spring of 2004.
In December 2003, the Institute
participated in a demo day on electronic
administration, “tomorrow's technology
for daily life.” This event was organized
by the Agency for the Development
of Electronic Administration (ADAE) in
collaboration with the Cité des sciences
et de l’industrie, the National
Commission on Computers and Freedom
(CNIL) and industrial research
departments. The goal was to show
the general public what information
science and technology can bring
in their dealings with the administration.
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Bleu INRIA,
a monthly newsletter
for political circles
INRIA is aware of its special position
within the scientific community
and of society issues. The Institute
thus has the obligation of reinforcing
its recognition on the local, national
and European levels and to guide
political choices in matters of ICST.
Bleu INRIA is a new medium
intended for the political community
with the objective of providing
a strategic and forward thinking vision
of the impact of ICST, emphasizing
INRIA's role in the economic
environment and informing decision
makers about scientific advances.

Technology transfer,
an expertise that brings about economic development

INRIA associates technology transfer with scientific
excellence in the activity of its project teams.
This close association gives INRIA important assets,
via innovative transfer methods. The time gap between
an idea and its being put on the market is reduced,
the economic impact in the short, mid and long term
is optimized. This scheme also makes it possible to create
standards that facilitate technological breakthroughs.
INRIA's know-how in technology transfer is widely recognized.
The partnerships established with large industrial groups,
leaders in their markets (France Telecom, Renault, Thales, EDF),
and technological research institutions (such as the CEA
and CSTB) optimize the economic impact of research results
and encourage exchanges between industry and research
scientists. Company creation and spreading out are
accompanied by a specific structure called “INRIA-Transfert”.

Visualization of a large size
graph – project VASY
and University of Eindhoven
(the Netherlands)

Key figures

60

technology companies,
7 of which founded in 2003

800
150

Multi-agent robotic platform (robots playing football).
Project MAIA

ongoing contracts,
150 active patents
free or commercial
software packages
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Modeling the progression of a brain tumor.
Project EPIDAURE,
in collaboration
with the Centre Antoine
Lacassagne (Nice)

Strong partnerships
with market leading
Des partenariats solides
companies

Carroll,
a three-year program
on software technology

avec des entreprises
leaders sur leur marché

One of the best means to evaluate
strategic technological needs in an
activity sector and optimize the impact
of research result transfer is to develop
short mid or long term partnerships
with market leading companies

Carroll is a three-year research program on software
technology launched in March 2003 in association
with Thales, INRIA and CEA. Research scientists
unite their efforts in model driven software
engineering and middleware technologies,
for the benefit of the operational units of Thales
and with the objective of distributing the developed
technology for publishers and other industrial
sectors.

A five year partnership with Texas
Instruments, one of the very first
companies in the wireless industry,
reached its objective in 2003.
The collaboration between INRIA-Rennes
and Texas Instruments concerned
the development of technologies
to optimize Java application performance
on cell phones and other portable
multimedia electronic devices.
In addition to 30 patent registrations,
the collaboration led to the creation
by TI of a new competence center
in Rennes, dedicated to the acceleration
of Java applications for mobile terminals.
The Rennes site was chosen for its
proximity with INRIA's ACES team.
The collaboration between the two
partners is continuing for a period
of three years and concerns research
that directly extends the previous ones,
the adequacy of embedded operating
systems to Java.

http://www.carroll-research.org/

Objectweb, the open source
middleware consortium,
consolidates its industrial roots
The goal of the consortium is to offer a set
of free software components that would be
the middleware equivalent of Linux for operating
systems. Middleware is software that sits between
the operating system and the application,
thus facilitating the development of the latter.
The consortium founding members are France
Telecom R&D, Bull/Evidian and INRIA.
The consortium develops such Java components
as the JonAs J2EE application server. Objectweb
was started in 2002 and was reinforced in 2003
by a series of industry enrollments. Among
the latter are two major Linux distributors, Red Hat
and Suse Linux. The consortium is also of interest
to small structures such as Bright Side Factory,
a specialist in rapid open source development.

In addition, when the potential research
team results are promising in terms
of developing software applications,
the Institute takes the initiative
in creating a consortium in order to pool
the experience of other centers
and spur development for the common
interest. Objectweb was developed
in this spirit.
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Syntax
A large scale R&D initiative in the field
of linguistic and document technology,
launched following an INRIA-Industry
one day meeting.
An INRIA-Industry meeting was organized
toward the end of 2001 in order to bring
together research scientists and industry
representatives with the goal of raising
awareness concerning the importance
of the research themes developed at INRIA
and their potential applications. The meeting
helped an industrial and institutional demand
emerge concerning the improvement
of interoperability of linguistic and document
technologies. INRIA thus got involved in the
organization and financial support of a national
initiative that gathers together its research
teams, over ten French companies and other
public research groups. Many results have
already been obtained.
Syntax caused the structuring of a national
and international standardization community
in the field of linguistic engineering.
(http://www.normalangue.org/
and http://www.tc37sc4.org/)
This community worked on the definition
of methods, formats and tools within document
management platforms (Proteus), linguistic
platforms (Outilex) and multimedia platforms
(Jules Verne). It contributed to the operational
distribution of the reference standard
in computerized terminology representation
(ISO 16642) into industry and institutions.
The community was directly responsible for
four essential international standard proposals.

Visualization of the velocity field around an aircraft (Falcon).
Project GAMMA

Growing synergy
between
Des synergiesscientific
croissantes research
entre
laindustry
recherche
and
scientifique
et le monde industriel
INRIA regularly organizes meetings on
given topics for researchers and industry
representatives. In 2003, 25 such
meetings were organized by
the “Technology clubs” of the various
research units. These clubs gather
together companies and institutions
concerned by technology transfer
in the field of ICST and willing to have
a more continuous relationship
with INRIA.
Thus, a meeting of the Intech Club
of INRIA Rhône-Alpes on the applications
of bioinformatics was the occasion
for around one hundred attendees
to exchange ideas on the methods
and tools of bioinformatics through
concrete examples.
The INRIA-Industry meetings are
organized every year on the national
level. They have the potential
of creating partnerships on R&D work.
The 2003 INRIA-Industry meeting was
devoted to the implications of ICST in
transportation. Most companies, public
institutions and research scientists
in the field attended the meeting.
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Distributing
quality
software
La diffusion
de logiciels de qualité
Research demands very advanced
tools and software and research
scientists do not have the availability
to improve them.
In 2003, INRIA continued to support
the research teams by bringing
in engineers who specialize in improving
developed software, with a view
toward their distribution. In 2004,
the development of 14 tools was
specifically supported. For example,
due to the growing importance of virtual
reality in design ("virtual prototyping”
and ”future design office”), INRIA
supported the transformation
of a prototype into a software platform,
Open-Mask, that allows people who are
not expert in simulation to develop
virtual reality applications.
(http://www.irisa.fr/siames/OpenMASK/).

Simulation of the surface temperature field
in the Bay of Biscay and the Celtic shelf.
Project IDOPT, in collaboration
with the Geophysical and Industrial
Flow Department (LEGI) in Grenoble
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Creating
innovative companies
Company foundation remains a very
efficient vector for transfer to industry.
It makes it possible to associate within
the same light and reactive structure,
the inventors of a technology and the
managers whose commercial skills are
necessary for success. INRIA encourages
technology company foundation through
its INRIA-Transfert subsidiary. In 2003,
seven new companies were created by
research scientists to develop their work:
CAPS Entreprise, Geometry Factory,
Medience, AM2 Systems, Zeliade,
N2Nsoft and Blue Eye Video.
Five of these companies won awards
in the national competition for innovative
technology company foundation support
organized by the Ministry of Research
(Caps Entreprise, Medience, AM2 systems,
N2Nsoft, Blue Eye Video).

CAPS Entreprise

Code optimization
for embedded systems
The company was founded in Rennes
in 2003 by members of an INRIA
research team. CAPS Entreprise
supplies its clients with tools
(the XemSys suite) and aid services
for code production for embedded
systems and scientific computing.
The goal of CAPS Entreprise
is to achieve “adequacy of software
to hardware”.

Geometry Factory

C++ geometric software
components
Geometry Factory was founded in
January 2003. The company published
geometric software components and
distributes components developed in
the framework of the CGAL European
research project, of which project
Geometrica is one of the major
participants. These components include
algorithms and data structures, such as
triangulations with or without
constraints, mesh generators, surface
reconstruction from a cloud of points,
Voronoi diagrams of points, circles
or segments. The areas of application
are varied—geographical information
systems, structural geology,
telecommunications, transportations,
CAD, and so on.

Medience

A publisher of software solutions
for data integration
Medience SA is a software publisher
founded in May 2003 that markets
a virtual database capable supplying
on demand updated information based
on heterogeneous, distributed data.
The data is accessed via user
customized views. The technology is
based on Select, a data integration
platform designed and developed
by INRIA project Caravel.
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Géoral: oral interrogation
of a touristic database.
Project CORDIAL

AM2 Systems

Supplier of a semantic web
platform
AM2 Systems was founded
in February 2003. The company
proposes one of the very first industrial
implementations of the semantic Web.
The Active Memory Manager (AM2)
is a metadata warehouse. Its function
is to aggregate heterogeneous data
coming from varied sources such as
relational databases, semi-structures
documents and XML resources,
and to create significant relations
between data elements. The intended
main families of applications are
semantic portals and corporate
memory, collaboration and workflow,
especially interesting in project
management.

Zeliade

XML technology
for derivative product processing
in finance
Zeliade Systems is a company founded
in October 2003. The company applies
XML technology to process derivative
products in finance. The derivative
product market has grown dramatically
since the 1980s. These products are
used to cover very special risk profiles
at the lowest cost possible. They are
therefore very much in demand by
large industrial companies and banks.
Computerized processing of derivative
products remains however extremely
complex. Zeliade Systems proposes
products and services that clarify
and make the processing chain of
such products more secure, in order
to diminish the operational risk for
derivative market actors.

N2NSOFT

Simulation and optimization
of large IP networks
N2Nsoft was founded in September
2003. The company offers simulation
tools and services for the design of
optimal large IP network architectures
and the dimensioning of these
networks in order to guarantee quality
of service for each type of application.
A technology developed for several
years by project TREC of INRIA
is used for that purpose that can
simulate IP networks (access and core
networks) 10,000 times larger than
was possible with current tools.

Blue Eye Video

Automatic behavior tracking
and analysis

A dedicate subsidiary,
INRIA-Transfert
Two labels launched
INRIA-Transfert is a 100% subsidiary
of INRIA established in 1998 as public
company. Its purpose is to accompany,
evaluate, qualify and help fund new
innovative high-tech IT companies.
INRIA-Transfert identifies the best
projects and promotes their
development. These projects, either
from INRIA or from outside, must rest
on a technology that belongs to INRIA's
field of competence. At the end of this
accompaniment and evaluation process,
INRIA-Transfert qualifies the best
company foundation or development
projects and awards them a label
(new in 2003), either Pertinence IT
for economic viability, or Croissance IT
for development potential.
Labeled companies automatically become
members of the INRIA-Transfert club
that foster exchanges between these
new innovative companies.
INRIA-Transfert is at the origin of four
startup funds, I-Source1 and I-Source 2,
C-Source (multimedia) and T-Source
(telecommunications), totaling close
to 100 million euros. The incubator also
established close relations with the
various French and European institutions
involved in technology company
foundation (public and private financial
institutions, venture capital funds,
industry, incubators, consulting
organizations and companies, high-tech
business zones, etc.).

Blue Eye Video was founded
at the beginning of 2003. Its activity
concerns behavior detection and
measurement. Blue Eye Video
products automatically analyze
individual or car behavior from video
surveillance cameras. The technology
stems from project PRIMA, INRIA
Rhône-Alpes.

Digitracker, a prototype pointer
to handle 3D objects.
Project ALCOVE

A simple vector representation
of an urban area automatically
extracted by stochastic geometry.
Project ARIANA
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Energy and skills
to accompany growth

Human and financial
resources
Human resources management was one
of the main topics in INRIA's strategic
thinking for 2003. A Human Resources
Action Plan was drawn up that will be
decisive for the Institute's future.
It is accompanied by an important
mobilization.

A very dynamic
recruitment policy
In order to accompany its sustained
growth of the last three years, INRIA
implemented a voluntarist recruitment
policy. Close to 300 persons had thus
joined the Institute in 2002.
This trend continued in 2003, in relation
with INRIA's geographical expansion
and increased international opening up.
Thus, 30% of the research scientists
hired in 2003 are foreign citizens.
INRIA also takes in numerous trainees
in its research teams in the context of
training through research, 375 of them
from DEA, DESS and engineering school
programs in 2003.
Welcoming seminars for newcomers
were organized in November 2003
to facilitate their integration within
the Institute.
Communication initiatives concerning
recruitment were continued in 2003
in order to attract young talent, a joint
effort by the Department of Human
Resources and the Department of
Communication. These initiatives
included the organization of “Job days”,
the participation in shows and public
relation events such as the “Education
Show” and the “Science Fair”.
These initiatives were the occasion to
rethink the Institute's image and define
a specific graphic identity.

Conversely, in order to facilitate moves
from INRIA towards other structures,
especially companies, the Institute has
implemented an “exit” accompaniment
system based on concretely
emphasizing acquired skills, with the
goal of disseminating knowledge.

A priority for 2003,
developing social dialogue
The necessary organizational changes
due to the increase in size and openness
of the Institute require a close
consultation with staff representatives
and unions. Social dialogue up to now
was essentially conducted at the central
level. In 2003, it became decentralized
within the research units to achieve
a better proximity with the personnel
involved. This involvement of personnel
representatives and unions is crucial for
the success of the new strategic plan.

Optimized
management tools
The modernization of the information
system is a major task for the years
2003-2007. An initial step was taken
this year with the setting up of ASTRE,
an administrative management tool,
especially for payroll. This tool is
integrated into the GIRHAF project
(Integrated management for human
resources and financial affairs)
of a global overhaul of the information
systems.

Key figures

3,200

persons
including 2,400 scientists
(INRIA and partner organizations)

1,031
800
300

doctoral candidates, 130 post-docs,
interns

118.8
including
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budgetary positions

468 research scientists, 560 ETA,
3 functional positions

million euros exclusive of tax

23% of self resources

Management training,
a major issue
Because of INRIA's dynamism and rapid
growth, the Institute needs executives
that are trained in management
techniques, attentive to the changes
in skills and able to define the objectives
of their activity in accordance with
the Institute's objectives. A managerial
spirit must be progressively established
to achieve this goal. In 2003, the training
budget was significantly increased.

Boosting
the mobility policy

INRIA,
the IT professionals
favorite “company”
This ranking stems from the annual poll
conducted by 01 Informatique-Ifop.
The choice of young IT professionals
is justified by the “interest of the work”,
just as last year.
INRIA is one of the main organizations
that offer IT professional genuine career
prospects in relation with
the business world.

Mobility slowed down in the last few
years, after an initial dynamic surge
during the years 1997-2000 sustained
by favorable economic circumstances.
It is important to boost such internal
and external movements, either
temporary or definitive, that are
essential to the diversity of careers.
Concerning research scientists, external
mobility toward the universities and
industry is an objective of the Institute,
since it is the best vector for knowledge
transfer. A mobility charter is
in preparation. This charter will clarify
the general framework for these
movements, especially within the civil
service.

Toward an early management
of competences
Progress in the efficiency of the
organization and thus of its recognition
is closely linked to the reinforcement
of personnel skills. In this prospect,
the Institute must set up the necessary
tools to analyze future needs in terms
of skills and how to anticipate them.
Such “previsional management” is
especially required in rapidly changing
professions, such as secretarial
and IT jobs.
Skills assessment also demands
an individual evaluation. A workgroup
on this topic completed its work in 2003.
A single interview now replaces
the former two interviews concerning
career progression and activity evaluation.
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Recruitment
Participation in the USA
Forum
The USA Forum was held in Boston, Chicago
and San Francisco in April 2003. It was
organized under the aegis of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, in collaboration with large
French industrial groups such as Peugeot,
Renault and France Telecom, and with other
research organization. The forum was an
opportunity to come meet young French
currently studying or finishing their studies
in the United States in order to raise
their interest in research careers.

A voluntarist internal
communication
The growth of the Institute makes the
development of internal communication
a necessity. Each collaborator must have
a clear vision of the stakes facing INRIA
and feel like being part of the changes
in the Institute. The 2003-2007 strategic
plan identified the main ambitions
and defined the goals to be reached.
It is now necessary to spell them out
in each research unit, each department
and each service so that they can make
them their own. Management training
will be reinforced, for it to fully play
its role of internal relay in achieving
this purpose.
In addition, the development
of electronic means (Intranet, internal
newsletter Fréquence INRIA, etc.)
allows everyone to have access
to reliable, up to date information,
from all work locations. Improving
the performance of the organization
also entails developing transversality,
opening up and relaunching the quality
approach in a spirit of client-supplier
relations.

Research scientists in scientific computing
(on the foreground, application to molecular chemistry) - Project SCALAPPLIX

Strengthening
the establishment spirit
A new internal newsletter called Fréquence INRIA,
was launched in October 2003. Its purpose
is to reinforce the links between headquarters
and the research units. The newsletter includes
information on scientific life as well as a section
entitled “Life on the sites” and a section
on personnel mobility. The newsletter is distributed
electronically and points to web page links
for more information.
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Financial means
in keeping with our objectives
Networks
and information systems

In 2003, the initial budget
of the Institute went from 113.5 M€
to 119.4 M€, including 90.9 M€
government subsidies.
After an approximately 10% growth
during the years 2000-2002, the budget
grew by 5% in 2003. In accordance
with the objective set in the four year
contract, the part of self resources
of the Institute (research contracts and
development products such as software
licenses) remained stable in INRIA's
budget, 24% of government subsidies
in 2003.
In 2004, the government subsidies
should reach 96.1M€, a growth
comparable to 2003.

In addition to the important GIRHAF
project (Integrated management for
human resources and financial affairs),
the Department of Networks
and Information Systems steered
the following initiatives:
Wireless network deployment
in all research units.

●

Beginning operation in August of one
of the first achievements of project
GIRHAF, ASTRE, a new software package
for human resources, in charge
of payroll in particular.

●

Work on anti-spam was launched
in 2003.

●

The objectives of project VISON are
to secure data exchanges to facilitate
all sorts of mobility and exchanges with
off-site projects. Visitor authentication,
localization and Internet connection
mode, as well as securing GIRHAF
applications should be in place as
of summer 2004. Network architecture
is being examined in order to open up
the networks to external users more
widely without compromising security.

●

For the second year in a row, INRIA
participated in the VCARS security
meetings. These events are organized
in collaboration with CNRS and other
research institutions. The one week
seminar provides an opportunity to take
stock on issues relating to computer
link security.

●

Multimodal access to mobile services in a cybercar.
European project OZONE
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ACES
Objects
have memory

42
ÉVASION
Architects
of the virtual worlds

Research/
Highlights
The 2003 edition of INRIA's annual report offers a different view
of the research carried out at the Institute through a series
of articles by Xavier Müller, a journalist specializing in scientific issues.
By highlighting ten specific research themes, while not claiming
to be exhaustive, these articles clearly demonstrate the diversity
and originality of the work carried out at INRIA.
Readers wishing to obtain more detailed information on any particular
aspect should refer to the activity reports written by the research
projects. These reports are available on INRIA's website
and on the attached CD-Rom.
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ODYSSÉE

ORION

SYMBIOSE

CONTRAINTES

Opticians
of cerebral imaging

Scriptwriting software
for video surveillance

The linguistics
of DNA

Which matchstick
to start on the Eiffel tower?
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SCALAPPLIX

IDOPT

PAROLE

SECSI

Explorers
of the parallel universe

Unifying
observation and simulation

A word
from researchers

Cryptographic protocol
breakers
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Objects
have

memory

Ambient computing announces
a world in which reality
and virtual universes
intertwine on street corners,
around an object,
or in front of a work of art.
You can get a foretaste of this
with a simple pocket PDA
or a cell phone...

Michel Banâtre
Contact: michel.banatre@inria.fr
1984: Doctorate (Thèse d'État) from the
University of Rennes I
1986: INRIA senior research scientist at IRISA
1990: Scientific head of project LSP/SOLIDOR
on languages and distributed systems
1998: Launches two new research activities,
one on real-time embedded Java
environments for pocket computers
and the second on ambient computing
2002: Founds project ACES
(Ambient Computing and Embedded
Systems), INRIA Rennes-Irisa

Ambient computing signals the end
of centralized servers since information
will be stored within small memories
carried by everyday objects. In their wildest
dreams, ambient computing specialists
imagine corrective glasses that would
contain the medical file of a patient,
or a street sign on rue Lafayette
that would give access to an encyclopedia
on the French Revolution.
“Ambient computing is about merging
the actual and the virtual worlds,”
explains Michel Banâtre who is in charge
of the ACES team (Ambient Computing
and Embedded Systems). Michel Banâtre
is paving the way for ambient computing
via applications that run on existing
mobile devices, such as PDAs and cell
phones. The happy guinea pigs of one
of ACES' first applications were the visitors
to the Cité des Sciences et de l'Industrie,
a major scientific museum in Paris,
who had been equipped with a PDA
at the entrance of an exhibit
(most applications designed by ACES are
developed on PDAs which are widespread
today and can communicate via short
range radio). As soon as a visitor came
close to an exhibit item, complementary
information was displayed on the PDA
screen that had simply been transmitted
by another PDA located nearby.
Michel Banâtre cannot help but wonder
how this technique would change visits
to the Louvre where each artwork would
not only please the eyes, but also give
its cultural context.

In addition to its recreational or cultural
uses, the technique also has civic value.
The ACES team designed a system called
Ubi-Bus that lets visually impaired people
know when their bus arrives. Indeed,
when several bus lines share the same
stop, it is not easy for somebody with
a visual disability to get on the right bus.
Ubi-Bus is based on the following
principle: a visually impaired person
equipped with a PDA indicates the number
of the bus line he or she wishes to board.
This PDA is considered by Ubi-Bus
as a “memory bubble” whose shape and
dimensions depend on the short range
communication system installed
in the PDA. Busses and bus stops are
also equipped with their own memory
bubbles. When the person reaches
the bus stop, the PDA transmits the bus
number to the bus stop memory bubble.
As soon as a bus nears the bus stop,
it reads the bus stop memory bubble to
determine whether a stop was requested.
If such is the case, the bus writes that
it is going to stop in the person's memory
bubble. This information is then translated
as a voice message “Your bus is here.”
This application is currently being
transferred to industry and should be
of interest to medium sized cities whose
public transportation companies do not
have their own communication network.

Generic software
These applications are apparently simple.
They seem to perform tasks that portable
computers routinely perform with cameras,
printers or any other peripheral requiring
remote dialogue. In fact, ACES was facing
constraints that particularly complicated
things. For this type of application
to spread, the core had to be generic,
that is to say portable to a large range
of devices and capable of running several
classes of applications. Furthermore,
the core was to be loaded on devices
—PDAs, cell phones—with limited physical
resources in terms of memory, battery
and processor. Thus ACES was able
to accomplish the feat of fitting Ubi-Bus
in only fifty lines of code. Finally,
software must be able to manage
the displacements of transmitting and
receiving antennas: given the short range
of waves (200m for the Wi-Fi standard),
a PDA on the lookout for a bus must be
able to deal with the penetration
of an information inflow it its reception
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perimeter at every instant. This principle
is not insignificant. It has consequences
on memory bubble addressing and access.
Once the generic core was designed,
programming the applications became
very simple.
The same constraints appeared when
Michel Banâtre and his colleagues started
working on the design of an embedded
Java environment for cell phones,
in collaboration with Texas Instruments.
Having a programming language such
as Java available on a cell phone means,
in the long run, being able to download
multimedia applications. After five years
of research and development, ACES
and Texas Instruments now have a Java
system so powerful that it could
eventually run several multimedia
applications simultaneously on the same
cell phone. This would make it possible
to jointly use the ambient computing
applications developed by ACES.
Texas Instruments—a world leader
in electronic components for mobile
telephony–just opened a Java
Competence Center in Rennes dedicated
to the industrial development
of this embedded Java environment.
In the future, Michel Banâtre
and his colleagues will strive to solve
a technical problem that could hinder
certain applications of ambient computing.
The antennas of cell phones and other
mobile devices irremediably broadcast
in almost every direction. This technical
point could be a problem for example
in a museum, since people would
simultaneously pick up signals from
different artworks. The ACES team is
thus developing filters that will make it
possible to construct different geometrical
shapes (spheres, cubes, cones, and so on)
and to finely distinguish between the
information pertaining to the Mona Lisa
from that pertaining to the Great Sphinx
of Tanis.

Opticians
of

cerebral imaging
Deciphering the functioning
of the brain is one of the challenges
of the 21st century.
For the time being,
the brain seen
by cerebral imaging
sometimes looks
coarse and fuzzy.
The Odyssée team
is improving
the quality
of these images
by going back
to the source
of these signals.

Olivier Faugeras
Contact: olivier.faugeras@inria.fr
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1979: Doctorate at the University of Paris VI
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1996: Appointed Professor at the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
Department of MIT
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of Sciences
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Faced with obstacles, you have to change
directions. In a previous lifetime, Olivier
Faugeras was one of the leading world
experts in computer vision. “Computer
vision had met with much success,”
he says, “but there remained a certain
number of bottlenecks that hindered
the development of the discipline.”
It was, for example, difficult to reproduce
such faculties of the brain as learning
capabilities or holistic vision, which makes
us see what is only sketched out
(this faculty is illustrated by the famous
Kanizsa illusion in which we see a triangle
emerge from three “pacman” characters
placed at the vertices of an undrawn
triangle). Olivier Faugeras's scientific
career then took a turn. “I decided
that it would be interesting to look into
the way biological systems deal with
these questions.” He thus founded the
Odyssée team (Algorithmic and biological
vision) in order to explore the neuron
mysteries of vision. The first objective
was to leverage the knowledge of image
processing experts to improve
the techniques that are used to “watch”
the brain as it is watching. The most
detailed images of the brain available
are MRI images (magnetic resonance
imaging, a technique wherebyolecules
are located through their action

on external magnetic fields).
These images suffer from a significant
noise. To suppress this noise, the standard
method considers that MRI signals
measured at a point in the brain fluctuate
in time according to a normal distribution.
Therefore, a simple time average should
erase the variations. This was however
forgetting that the physicochemical
processes to which MRI is sensitive
—such as local increases in glucose
level—retain a memory of their previous
states. There was another mistake
in thinking that the measuring system
was linear: the higher the signal,
the higher the noise. Olivier Faugeras
and his colleagues thus introduced time
correlations and nonlinear aspects
into complete models of the image
acquisition chain, from cerebral activity
to the measuring device. In doing so,
they significantly improved the legibility
of cerebral imaging images. In particular,
formerly invisible details appear that can
be used to better describe and possibly
better understand cerebral activity.

Over ten times more sources!
In the MEEG method (magnetoelectroencephalography), there is a problem
in obtaining the images themselves.
MEEG refers to a set of two techniques
in which the magnetic or electric fields
produced by assemblies of active neurons
are measured. The magnetic fields are
so tenuous that supraconducting liquid
nitrogen cooled detectors are required
to measure them. This is very heavy
equipment and there are only some 250
detectors in a given device. With such
a low number, standard signal processing
software can only locate two or three
electromagnetic field sources, thus active
regions. Odyssée researchers worked
like demons for four years to perfect
the so-called “inverse problem resolution”
algorithms.
They should obtain a version that brings
the number of identified sources up
to about one hundred by the beginning
of 2004! MEEG images will thus be finer,
more detailed—a leap forward for medical
imaging. MRI and MEEG provide
complementary views of the brain.
The former has good spatial resolution
but poor temporal resolution, and
the converse for the latter. For this reason,
biologists strive to cross the information
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supplied by the two techniques.
This operation is not as simple as it seems
because MRI and MEEG are not sensitive
to the same physicochemical modifications.
Certain MRI signals are linked to oxygen
diffusion, whereas the MEEG signal
depends on electrical activity.
Olivier Faugeras and his colleagues
devised the first precise models
that make it possible to extract MRI
information from MEEG signals and
vice-versa and thus to compare
the images acquired by both techniques
on equal footing. They exploited
the property that both types of signals
interfere with each other: oxygen
movements are modified by variations
in electrical properties. Since certain
parameters of the equations that describe
the physicochemical processes are
unknown, the models proceed
by correcting the data in order to optimize
the combination of the two images.
The same principle applies to anatomic
MRI (the position and shape of the brain
are measured) and functional MRI
(the activity of areas involved in cognitive
tasks is measured). In order to pinpoint
the loci of cognitive tasks on anatomic
images, Odyssée developed Match.
Match is a software that matches
functional MRI images with anatomic MRI
images. It is now used in the Siemens
research centers in Princeton
and Philadelphia, and at the Catholic
University of Louvain. Improving medical
images is but one step in Olivier
Faugeras's program. The next step is
to numerically model the whole visual
system, from retinal perception to cerebral
areas. However “just as you cannot
understand how a computer works
by looking at memory registers, we won't
be able to understand how the brain
works by focusing on the neurons,”
he reasons. In the upcoming model,
Olivier Faugeras will thus describe
the visual system according to several
organizational levels, from single neurons
to visual areas and cortical columns
that include millions of neurons.
Then, perhaps, a computer will be able
to see three pacmans turn into a triangle.

Scriptwriting software
for

!

video surveillance

Video surveillance
is becoming intelligent:
it can now decode
a filmed scene in terms
of actors moving in
three-dimensional space.
Then, it is easy
to detect behavior
resulting from
risky scenarios.

Monique Thonnat
Contact: monique.thonnat@inria.fr
1982: Doctorate at the Space Astronomy
Department of CNRS at Marseille
1983: Joins INRIA Sophia Antipolis
within project Pastis on scene analysis
1991: Becomes INRIA senior scientist
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on Cognitive vision at INRIA Sophia Antipolis

Suspected of being Big Brother's eyes,
video surveillance is not well thought.
This suspicion is partly legitimate.
Anyone ill-intentioned could use
the images for nefarious purposes.
Let us not however, condemn it without
giving it a chance. With privacy protection
guarantees, video surveillance can be
very useful in preventing attacks
and vandalism and in compensating
for understaffing in places that require
constant vigilance, such as hospitals.
With this respect for individual rights,
the Orion team (problem resolution
environment for autonomous systems)
developed an original video surveillance
system that analyzes filmed scenes
in terms of interacting objects and persons,
a little bit like a scriptwriter that would
decipher a film extract. Due to this
approach, this is the most versatile
software in the field today. “Our video
surveillance software performs a semantic
interpretation of the images,” says
Monique Thonnat, the head of Orion.
In other words, it analyzes the filmed
scene in such a way as to understand
how a human being could interpret
the scene, and what meaning would be
attributed to the events. To achieve
this goal, the software starts by computing
the difference between the filmed
images and an image of the same,
but empty, location. What has changed
in the meantime could however be
a reflection or a flower pot... The software
first checks whether the changes could
be individuals, using a three-dimensional
numerical person model. If the situation
is still ambiguous, the software uses

a typical three-dimensional numerical
model of the scene. This model is
the sum of an architectural description,
obtained from construction blueprints or
in situ measurements, and of the objects
present on the scene.
Using the scene model and the 3D person
model, the software then knows
the actions a human being can perform:
if the colored area that appears on
the film is a person, it will move through
the hallways and not through a desk, like
a moving reflection does. Once humans
and non humans are distinguished,
the software applies a digital skeleton
onto the individuals in order to analyze
their movements in more detail (there is
no question of detecting a wink, only
general arm and leg movements are
detectable). The major originality of
the software is then the way in which
it detects atypical behavior. Monique
Thonnat and her colleagues designed
a genuine language to describe individual
actions. This language contains dozens
of terms—the person is standing up,
sitting, lying down, walking, running,
and so forth. The vocabulary is so simple
that non computer scientists can use it
to define scenarios for behaviors that are
not ordinary. For example, vandals
that force automatic metro ticket vending
machines have a stereotypical behavior.
They come and go to the ticket vending
machine to make sure of nobody is
watching. To program this type of action
in the language defined by Monique
Thonnat, it suffices to ask the software
to raise an alert when a person made
several trips back and forth and then
stops for while at the machine
(the average time spent buying a ticket
is relatively stable).

A grammar
of video surveillance
The point is not to call security as soon
as a person who bought a ticket changes
his or her mind and comes back to buy
a second one. The goal is to help
an often small number of employees
that have to follow up simultaneously
many control screens. The software
has been developed to use low processing
power and to run in real time on PCs.
It has been tested in the framework
of the European projects AVS-PS
and ADVISOR in the Brussels, Charleroi,
Nuremberg and Barcelona subways.
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Public transport authorities in each
of these cities had specific requirements
regarding the type of behavior to be
identified. To adapt the software
to their wishes, Orion researchers only
had to define the behavior scenarios
that lead to trouble (the intrusion
of a non staff person in a subway tunnel,
an altercation breaking out in a hallway,
etc.) with the help of local employees.
This versatility makes it possible to adapt
the software to multiple contexts.
Thus Thales was put in charge
of marketing the software for public
transport authorities, whereas Vigitec
(Belgium company) adapts it for other
applications and Bull develops versions
for large infrastructures in which images
from a large network of cameras must be
processed. Video surveillance is not limited
to walk ways. Monique Thonnat sees
numerous advantages in installing it
in hospital rooms or in the homes of
incapacitated persons. Also, in retirement
homes, a single nurse is sometimes
in charge of watching over many rooms
at night. One of Orion's future applications
is thus to identify from a camera
when a person falls or becomes agitated,
while preserving the person's dignity
(the software would for instance mask
nudity). Watching without seeing could
thus be Orion's credo.

The linguistics
of DNA

Bioinformatics is booming.
Entirely surrounded
by complexity,
biologists reach out
to computer scientists.
Surprising fields of research
arise from this meeting,
such as that of considering DNA
and its translation into proteins
as a language.
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The hyped-up celebration of the human
genome sequencing has given
the impression that the genetic code has
now been broken. Quite to the contrary,
the identification of genes inside
the litany of some three billion bases
(the elementary genetic information units)
of the genome is only starting. Genetic
information is actually buried inside
secondary information, since only 3%
of the genome has a proven biological
role, and recognizing one from the other
is no mean feat. Genes are divided up
into several pieces, for example the gene
coding for neurexin, a protein, is scattered
in 24 different places over 1.5 million
bases. Even though there are “punctuation
marks” to signal the beginning and end
of a gene, these are so short, a few bases,
that a single sequence can have many
different interpretations (does it read
“bears” or ”bear's”?). In short, when
biologists start identifying a gene,
they embark on a gigantic combinatorial
game. So much so that they now are
working hand in hand with computer
scientists. The Symbiose team (Biological
systems and models, bioinformatics and
sequences) is one of the most dynamic
of such collaborations. Symbiose was
created at Inria Rennes to adapt
computing methods to biology.

Its asserted goal is to train computer
scientists and biologists in this new
discipline called bioinformatics—in 2001,
the team participated in setting up one
of the first DEA graduate programs
in the field. The team focuses its action
in the framework of Ouest Genopole,
a research endeavor that federates
multiple laboratories of Brittany and
the Pays de Loire working in genomics.
Ouest Genopole carries out research
in the fields of health, agronomy
and is the sole such organization
in France to study marine organisms.

Looking for
the immune system genes
One of the analyses conducted with
Genopole biologists concerns defensins,
a protein family that participates in
the immune response. Once synthesized,
these molecules could support antibiotics,
to which bacteria are increasingly resistant.
At the beginning of the study, only four
beta-defensins were known to biologists.
The existence of other defensins was
suspected but since these proteins are
only expressed in the body under specific
circumstances, for example when
an offensive bacteria is present, they
escape investigation. The only possibility
is to look for them in the genome.
To achieve this goal, Symbiose used
language theory. The genome is often
presented as a book whose letters
would be the bases. Symbiose pursued
the analogy to its limits. Language theory
studies the way in which the constraints
that bear on either natural or programming
languages influence their properties
and the questions that can be solved
concerning these languages. One such
question for instance could be the impact
of the existence of palindromes
in biological sequences. By answering
this type of question, certain rules
that give proteins their three-dimensional
structures, and possibly their function,
can be found. There exists a certain
number of structural and functional
constraints bearing on genes and
proteins. The first constraint is that genes
are translated into proteins via
a mechanism that handles the letters
three at a time. By combining this type
of analysis with information concerning
the main constituents of defensins
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obtained by cross-checking the structures
of known human defensins and defensins
from other organisms, Symbiose
researchers followed trails of genes inside
the genome and identified over fifteen
new, promising defensins. A startup called
eBios is being founded to exploit
the software tools developed for this study.
However, identifying the genes in charge
of biological mechanisms is not enough.
The way they work must also be
determined. In higher organisms, only
seldom does a single gene control
a biological function. Genes interact
with each other, either relatively directly
or through metabolic phenomena.
The expression of a gene thus takes place
within a network that can include around
one hundred genes and proteins. Another
facet of Symbiose activity is to model
such complex systems. In addition
to complexity, the difficulty of such
modeling is due to the absence
of formalization of knowledge in biology
and the lack of precise quantitative data.
For this reason, the mathematical
description of such systems treats
the differential equations necessary
for the model qualitatively. Symbiose
is devoting a lot of energy to this theme.
Different studies are ongoing. One study
concerns certain factors that often precede
liver cancer, in collaboration with CNRS,
another study is on lipid regulation
in chickens. Biologists and computer
scientists are now working in symbiosis.

Which matchstick
to start on

the Eiffel tower?

Decision aid software packages
in engineering are enjoying
renewed interest. The reason for this
is the use of a powerful tool
stemming from several research
trends in computing,
constraint programming.
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To occupy your spare time, you have
started to build a model of the Eiffel
tower with matchsticks comprising
no less than several thousands small
wooden sticks. How are you going
to assemble this gigantic puzzle?
Should you start with one foot, or with
all four feet simultaneously? Engineers
have the solution, decision aid software.
To organize a construction
or any other task scheduling, such as
freight transportation or the distribution
of programs to be executed
on a multiprocessor computer, they have
so many possibilities at their disposal
that they have to resort to software
in order to guide them and optimize
the cost or duration of the operations.
Recently, the performance of such software
increased dramatically due to a new type
of programming, constraint programming.
Constraint programming is a specialty
of the CONTRAINTES team, from the most
theoretical point of view to the applications.
The old generation of decision aid software
was based on classical programming
in C or Java, in which such variables
as the number of cranes and number
of workers had a precise value at any

instant. The operations that were applied
only modified these values.
The problem is that in order to optimize
the task by playing with all possible
values for these variables, the number
of cases to be considered rapidly becomes
astronomical. Constraint programming
alleviates this difficulty by handling
the available information about
the variables symbolically. The multitude
of cases is defined, limited, instead of
being exhaustively examined. This way,
it is possible to know in advance that
certain choices are wrong, without explicit
computation. Concretely, such construction
constraints as the number of available
cranes, the drying time of concrete and
the maximum cost of the construction
site, are first translated into relations
between variables. Then, the program
analyzes how these relations evolve
during the search for a solution
—for example, it can turn out that only
two cranes can be used of the four
available, due to lack of space—and
checks that the relations are compatible,
for example that the maximum cost
allows for the use of two cranes.
Here is another advantage of constraint
programming. “Constraint programming
provides more flexibility in the modeling
of the problem than linear programming,”
says François Fages, head of CONTRAINTES.
Translating such a constraint as “all the
variables must have a different value”
in the computer, which can correspond
to the fact that several walls cannot be
built at the same time because their
construction would hamper one another,
is a thankless task if only linear equations
are used. In constraint programming, this
is just a single relation between variables,
called alldifferent variables.

An unknown variable
is worth two variables
Technically, “the idea of constraint
programming is to design programming
languages in which the values of variables
are partially unknown,” says François
Fages. For computer scientists,
this naturally leads to logic based
languages, one of the first examples
of which was Prolog in the 1970s.
This language turned out to provide
a solid foundation to build a constraint
programming language.
Thus, CONTRAINTES scientists created
GNU-Prolog, a language approved by
the Free Software Foundation. The first
version was distributed on the Internet
in 1999.
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There are over 5,000 downloads
of the language on INRIA's website
every month. A sure sign of the success
of GNU-Prolog is that it is also included
in the major Linux distributions, Debian,
Mandrake, RedHat. Today, CONTRAINTES
is developing a new language called
SILCC (concurrent linear language with
constraints) that offers programmers the
possibility of defining their own solvers,
whereas GNU-Prolog imposes its solvers.
However, the programming language
is not the end of the story in matters
of constraint programming. Even though
a problem is translated in a way that
the machine can understand, it still has
to be solved. CONTRAINTES designs
constraint “solvers” for this task. Solvers
are algorithms that find solutions
to the situations described by relations.
This research sometimes proceeds
through roundabout ways. For example,
the alldifferent relation calls upon graph
theory. The variables are represented
by points on a plane, the values
that they can take are represented
by other points, and arrows link the first
points to the others. When the instruction
is called, the software finds the set
of values that respect the original
conditions by determining those arrows
that point toward different points.
An arithmetic question was thus
transformed into a graph theoretic
problem. Each new type of constraint
leads to its own mathematical trick!
One of the new fields that will benefit
from advances in constraint programming
is biology. CONTRAINTES works
in collaboration with a European network
of teams to develop interactive online
biological databases. Current databases
only answer user queries of the type
“What are the different proteins involved
in a metabolic activity?”
The goal of the European collaboration
is to allow such queries as “What would
the reaction become if some other protein
were present?” By describing biological
systems in terms of rules (the chemical
reactions), constraints (such and such
a reaction requires the presence
of certain proteins) and optimization
(the stable structure of a protein
minimizes its energy), computer scientists
hope to apply recent developments
in constraint programming to biology.
All things considered, a cell and a building,
it's the same battle!

Architects
of

the virtual worlds

For a long time,
computer graphics films
were the work
of industrious animators
who described
3D movements in detail,
step by step.
Make room today
for realism
and physical models.

Let us discover
image makers
perpetually torn
between the visual
quality of rendering
and the speed
of the algorithms...
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Marie-Paule Cani is a counterfeiter
specializing in copying nature. The screen
is her easel, computer animations
her paintings. She defines herself
in relation to painting “My work is
to design trompe l'oeil models.”
This is because the physical models
that describe natural phenomena and
the movements of the human body are
too needy in terms of computing power
to be used in animated computer graphics,
or are at least not suitable. For example,
a meteorological simulation gives
no indication of the visual aspect of
the clouds. It quantifies the cloud cover
but ignores how the eye perceives it.
With her Evasion team (Virtual
environments for animation and computer
graphics images of natural objects),
Marie-Paule Cani is trying to fill the gap
between a purely naturalistic view of
phenomena, as was done by animators,
and their precise description using
microscopic physical models. The team
has sought a balance between these two
extremes in many examples, including
lava flows, grass fields and flying hair.
“The first step in our approach consists in
observing the phenomenon and isolating
characteristic sub-phenomena,” says
Marie-Paule Cani. Thus, in a lava flow,
the trajectories of the lava and of its crust,
rough and glowing red, are identified.
The two sub-phenomena are described
by distinct computer models. The flow is
simulated using a set of hot, interacting

particles, several meters in diameter.
The crust is considered as a sort of veil
stretched over the particles, covered
with an animated texture of ember glints.
“Then, the sub-phenomena are coupled
together,” adds Marie-Paule Cani.
The crust glints glow following
the temperature of the underlying
particles. It is sometimes not useful
to simulate the entirety of the scene
in every detail. What good does it do
to represent lava with thousands of piled
up particles, if it stays stagnating
in the hollow of a rock? The solution is
to have models that are designed to adapt
themselves to movement and to the
viewing distance. The latter point is
illustrated by a grass field swept by
the wind that was modeled by Evasion
researchers in the framework of a project
with Infogrames, a videogame company.
The goal was to create a grass simulation
as far as the eye can see, in real time,
inside which the hero could move freely.
It was impossible to take into account
the entirety of movements of the blades
of grass. The grass was simulated by
a complete model only up to a certain
distance from the observer. There, each
blade would bend in all directions
depending on the gusts of wind. Farther
away, the grass was painted on a flexible,
transparent “window pane” that deformed
itself following the wind. Finally,
on the horizon, the grass was just
a texture applied on the hills.
Marie-Paule Cani's team recently tackled
a tough problem in animated computer
graphics: human hair and its hundreds
of thousands of individual hairs. Since
taking each and every one of these into
account would require way too many
computations, the hair is broken down
into wisps, around a thousand of them,
each composed of a skeleton and
an envelope. The skeleton is animated
following the same laws as a single hair
and is attached to the envelope by
springs. Thus “each wisp dances, deforms
and changes shape,” says Marie-Paule
Cani. Finally, in order to “clothe”
the wisps, individual hair strands are
drawn inside each envelope. The hairs
from a wisp thus follow the movement
of the wisp without giving the impression
of toy soldiers marching in close ranks.
The execution speed of this simulation
(two hours on a PC for ten seconds
of animation) is perfectly acceptable
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for application in 3D animation movies.
It offers a richness and complexity
of movement that has been unparalleled
up to now, due to the inclusion of wisp
collisions. This was however not sufficient
to allow the use of this method in a real
time context, such as in videogames.
The team thus devised a specific
simulation technique in which the software
saves on computations by modifying
the subdivision into wisps depending
on the movement. A few large wisps
represent the hair at rest. They subdivide
into a hierarchy of smaller wisps as soon
as the local movement becomes complex,
then regroup again. The execution time
is thus considerably reduced. A startup
called Virtual Actor, created in partnership
with Galiléa, a videogame company, will
exploit these results. The goal of Visual
actor is to animate the entire human
body, including clothes and external signs
of emotion, in order to create entirely
interactive and realistic characters.
The challenge of simulating the human
body concerns external appearances as
well as internal organs. This is especially
interesting for surgical simulation,
a promising learning approach for the
mastery of noninvasive surgical
techniques. With such techniques,
the operation is performed with a camera
and tools inserted inside the patient's
body. As of today, such knowledge is
acquired by surgeons only at the end
of a lengthy apprenticeship on pigs. With
other INRIA projects, such as EPIDAURE
at Sophia Antipolis and ALCOVE in Lille,
Marie-Paule Cani and her team developed
simulation techniques that can be coupled
with force feedback devices to reproduce
the aspect, consistency and movements
of the internal organs in real time.
In particular, they worked recently on
the small intestine, involved in numerous
operations and which folds continuously
bump into one another. The system was
successfully tested by surgeons in July
2003. It is intended for Ircad,
the Strasbourg surgery training center.
For doctors, simulators will no longer be
imaginary invalids.

Explorers
of

the parallel universe

To meet the increasing computing needs
of large scientific simulations, Scalapplix research scientists
dig into the power reserves lying inside parallel
and distributed computing platforms.

Jean Roman
Contact: jean.roman@inria.fr
1987: Doctorate (Thèse d'État) in computer science
1989: Computer science Professor at ENSEIRB
(École nationale supérieure d’électronique,
d’informatique et de radiocommunications
de Bordeaux)
1999: Head of the ENSEIRB Computing Department
2002: Head of project SCALAPPLIX,
INRIA Futurs

The imaginative ability of scientist
to think up problems that require a lot
of computing power is so prodigious,
that the increase in processor speed is far
from meeting their needs. The only
remedy is to develop new numerical
schemes, new algorithms that will greatly
increase the efficiency of known methods
on the same hardware. A new breed
of computer scientists thus appeared
who accompany scientists in developing
their numerical models and optimizing
them for parallel computers. Enter those
who perform the most powerful
computing of all INRIA— the members
of project Scalapplix (high performance
schemes and algorithms for complex
scientific applications). Scalapplix is
a joint project of INRIA Futurs and
the Bordeaux University departments
of Computer Science and Applied
Mathematics that was founded
in November 2002. One of the main
industrial partners of Scalapplix is the CEA,
especially because of its important
computing needs in relation
with the presence of the Mégajoule laser
in the vicinity of the city of Bordeaux.
This laser is dedicated to the study
of inertial confinement fusion, a major
scientific challenge. It is currently facing
a problem of fragility in its optical
components (laser damage problem).
To try and overcome this problem,
scientists from CEA and Scalapplix have
begun a study that will lead to numerical
simulations incorporating several physical
models (molecular dynamics and
elastodynamics). These simulations will

entail computations at least of the order
of the teraflop. They will be performed
on the 2,600 processor cluster installed
at the Bruyères-le-Châtel CEA center.
Scalapplix was also called upon for other
high performance simulations, such as
that of the interaction of sea basses
raised in pisciculture with a parasite,
the Diplectanum aequans, in collaboration
with biologists. This seemingly simple
situation nonetheless rapidly reaches
significant proportions due to the number
of evolution stages of the parasite.
A simulation was written for a sequential
computer, but execution times in certain
situations could go over one month on
a workstation. Scalapplix thus developed
a parallel version for the 448 processor
machine of the Centre informatique
national de l'enseignement supérieur
in Montpellier. The longest simulation
(1,500 teraflops) was reduced to one hour
forty-five minutes. This time gain made it
possible to push back the computational
horizon and to exhibit certain aspects
of the population dynamics that were
observed by biologists, such as
the possible coexistence of both species.

Working
in the parallel dimension
To reach such computational speeds,
Scalapplix research scientists study
the application fields in order to optimize
the computing models and make them
more robust with respect to numerical
precision, as well as more parallel.
Thus, in the case of complex hydrodynamic
flows, they developed “high order compact
schemes”, algorithms that only handle
local data on the meshes. Such locality
is an interesting property for parallel
computing because it often minimizes
the amount of communications when the
data are distributed over the processors.
Moreover, the discretizations used
in the models often use the finite element
method, which leads to the resolution
of gigantic systems of equations (several
dozens millions unknowns) populated
with zeros, the so-called sparse matrices.
By exploiting the sparse character of
these matrices, Scalapplix designed
sophisticated algorithmic tools often based
on graph theory, for diverse operations
involved in parallelization: mesh
partitioning, computations and data
distribution, computing tasks scheduling
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taking into account platform heterogeneity.
This work resulted in high performance
solver libraries that should be distributed
by INRIA shortly.
Due to the proximity of vineyards,
a collaboration was just launched with
INRA biologists in order to study
the propagation of the oidium, a parasite
fungus, on vines via simulation.
The goal is to improve the fight against
this parasite and to find the best dosage
of the quantity of necessary treatments.
This interaction simulation that takes into
account the effect of the wind, the height
of vines, and so on, has never been
performed on the scale of an entire plot
of land. It will also require gigantic
computing power.
Another of Scalapplix projects concerns
the trendy approach in certain scientific
disciplines, computational steering.
This means steering numerical simulations
in an ad hoc environment. Swamped
with a deluge of data, scientists are
looking for new ways of visualization and
interaction using virtual reality. They could
thus virtually plunge inside the simulated
phenomenon. A chemist equipped with
a glove could for example project the
three-dimensional structure of a protein
on an image wall, and “manually” insert
a molecule into the protein's ionic channel.
Such interaction of a researcher with the
simulation has an impact on the numerical
model. The latter must be able to integrate
new data and react in consequence
at every instant. The models that run
on several hundreds of processors are
currently absolutely not designed with
such a function in mind. By complexifying
numerical models, Scalapplix research
scientists may paradoxically transform
simulations into human experiences.

Unifying
observation and simulation
To know the state of the Earth
in a week or in six months,
environmental science
researchers need to integrate
a number of observations
of different nature
into their models.
This need gave birth to
a new discipline,
data assimilation.

François-Xavier Le Dimet
Contact: francois-xavier.le_Dimet@inria.fr
1968: Assistant Professor at the Blaise Pascal
University, Clermont-Ferrand
1982: Proposes optimal control methods
for data assimilation
1991: Professor at the Joseph Fourier University,
Grenoble
1998: Corecipient of the first Seymour Cray prize
in modeling
2000: Optimal control methods for data assimilation
become operational at Météo France
and the European Center for Mid-term
Prediction
2001: Head of project IDOPT
(INRIA-CNRS-UJF-INPG), INRIA Rhône-Alpes

Data assimilation was born of
the meeting of numerical simulation and
experimentation in the environmental
sciences. “Up to then, the experimental
and simulation communities ignored each
other,” says François-Xavier Le Dimet,
head of Idopt (system identification and
optimization in physics and environment).
This compartmentalization is now obsolete
because of the complexity of the models.
A meteorological simulation describes
the atmosphere at a resolution of 40 km,
using a multitiered mesh of 30 to 40
layers, with three parameters at each
point (pressure, temperature and humidity
rate). This amounts to a total of six million
parameters. Now, the data daily acquired
by sounding balloons and satellites does
not cover all the nodes of the net.
All available sources of information must
be used to fill in the blanks. This is the
role of data assimilation, a field in which
Idopt members specialize. “Assimilation
provides a unified view of experimentation
and simulation,” observes François-Xavier
Le Dimet.
What makes data assimilation so complex
that it requires a new corporate body?
In general, models are not designed to
be fed with observational data. They only
consider initial data at a given time t.
The initial condition must thus be
reconstituted based on observations
scattered in time and space. To achieve

this goal, Idopt researchers use complex
variants of inverse problem resolution
techniques. Inverse problems are used
for instance in oil prospection, in which
the properties of the deep subsoil are not
deduced by sampling but inferred from
indirect measurements via the refraction
of sound waves sent into the ground.
Here is how Idopt scientists proceed
concretely. They start from the models
given to them by environmental science
experts and compute “adjoint” models
that integrate a function measuring the
gap between the solution of the problem
and the observations. The development
of adjoint models forces Idopt members
to delve into thousands of lines of the
original code. This step sometimes leads
them to propose more stable numerical
methods. In effect, due to the interaction
of phenomena on different scales
(a cumulonimbus, a thundercloud, contains
as much energy as several dozens
atomic bombs and can thus influence
the climate over a whole region), models
in environmental science are in general
nonlinear. This particularity gives
the models an unstable character. Idopt
then suggested to the researchers that
they should take occasionally counterintuitive precautions. For example,
in meteorology, some models work with
a time step of two to three minutes
but diverge if they are asked to compute
every five minutes.

Software to give a leg up
Idopt has worked in many areas
of environment sciences with its data
assimilation techniques. Foremost is
oceanography. Today, for lack of power,
global ocean models ignore phenomena
that occur on a scale lower than a few
dozens kilometers. There are however
strong currents of such dimensions in
the seas that have an impact on a global
scale. In order to zoom in on parts of
the sea and analyze oceanic phenomena
in more detail, Idopt design Agrif,
a software capable of locally tightening
the mesh by assimilating observations
made at this scale. The software is now
widely used in oceanography and more
generally in hydrodynamics. A second
field of applications is hydrology. A host
of parameters influences the rate of flow
of a river—rainfall, topography, soil nature,
vegetation, and so on. Very often, much
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of this data is only partially known and
must be deduced from very varied
observations. In the framework of a SinoEuropean project called Anfas, Idopt
wrote data assimilation software that
might be used to predict floods on
stretches of large rivers such as the Loire
in France, the Vah in Slovakia and
the Yangzi Jiang in China.
Finally, Idopt also works on data
assimilation in agronomy, in collaboration
with Philippe de Reffye, of project
Metalau, INRIA, who devises vegetal
growth models for such species as tomato
or corn. This work will make it possible
to determine parameters that are hard
to measure, such as sunshine exposure
or the quantity of fertilizer absorbed,
in order to optimize plant growth. Idopt
also steers the ASSImages project (image
assimilation), whose goal this time is not
to integrate quantitative observations into
models, but images, especially satellite
images. Certain satellite images are hard
to exploit as they are. It is known that
the clear zone in a satellite image
corresponds to plankton bloom triggered
by seasonal inflow of nutriments, but
the quantitative link between the signal
measured by the satellite—the color—and
the currents remains unknown. But for all
that, such images are not to be thrown
away. Project ASSImages attempts to
extract informations such as the existence
of fronts between currents, that could
be used to constrain the oceanographic
models. The appetite of data assimilation
for observations of all kinds is bottomless.

A word
from

researchers

Speech is our main communication means,
but there is still so much left to be discovered
about how it works, how it is produced,
and how to perfect speech recognition software.
Researchers from the Parole team tell us about it.

Yves Laprie
Contact: Yves.laprie@inria.fr
1985: Civil engineer of the Mines de Nancy
1990: PhD at the Institut national polytechnique
de Lorraine
1991: Research scientist with CNRS
2001: Founds and heads project PAROLE INRIA
Lorraine-LORIA (25 persons).
2001 : Research: speech analysis (detection
of the fundamental frequency, automatic
formant tracking, copy synthesis)
and acoustic to articulatory inversion
by using an articulatory model
2001 : Author of WinSnoori, a speech analysis
software
2001 : Member of the Executive Board of the French
Association of Spoken Communication

individual differences due to variations
in the morphology of the vocal tract,
and the fact that sounds can be uttered
in noisy environments. To alleviate these
limitations and improve speech processing
software, Parole research scientists
developed tools to edit, process and
manually label the read text databases
from which phonemes are extracted.
The phonemes are thus sorted into
categories ([i] with [é] for example) and
indexed in order to facilitate their future,
automatic, identification. To better define
individual characteristics, speech
production simulations are undertaken.
Concerning the problem posed by
the sound environments, Parole uses
frequency analysis. When the software
detects the presence of ambient noise,
such as the low rumbling of the fan
of a PC, it focuses its analysis on the rest
of the sound spectrum, which results
in identification gains.

Labels for sounds

There is a rule in computer science
— the 80-20 rule, that says that 80%
of the work is done in 20% of the time.
In other words, once a prototype software
is completed, there is still a long way
to go. Speech recognition follows this rule
perfectly. Considering the 95% success
rate of speech recognition software,
it would be tempting to think that
the research is over. In truth, it has never
been more active. The reason is that
to eliminate the remaining 5% failures,
especially under degraded sound
conditions, a considerable improvement
of knowledge in speech production and
perception is required. This is the task
that the Parole team (speech analysis,
perception and recognition) has set itself
to by designing software tools for the
whole range of research in connection
with speech, from sound production
to cartoon dubbing.
Why is faultless software recognition
so hard to achieve? First of all, there is
a gigantic variety of sounds. Admittedly,
the French language only has
35 phonemes but there is a plethora
of existing combinations. For example,
the sound [i] is pronounced differently
whether it is spoken individually or after
a [ou] (in which case, the tongue must
switch from the back of the mouth to the
front, thus perturbing the pronunciation
of the [i]). This is without counting

Sound identification errors are not
however the sole culprits for speech
recognition software failures. Software
that just attempts to recognize words
solely based on recognized sounds only
succeeds 75% of the time. It also needs
elements of syntax, such as knowing
that the word “train” is often preceded
by “I take the”. Software is thus trained
using statistics deduced from textual
databases (in France, these statistics
are generally based on archives over
a ten year period from the newspaper
Le Monde) that contain several hundred
million words. It still may happen
that the software is faced with a word
that is not in the corpus, like a neologism
or a proper noun for example, and it fails
again. To improve this step, Parole
developed a labeling tool that can be
used to sort the words of a sentence
into syntactic classes. These classes make
it possible to compute the most
representative probabilities (a search for
occurrences of “number+adjective+noun”
will a priori give more answers than
a search for “three+blind+mice”).
This theoretical knowledge leads Parole
member to participate in different
projects: Ozone, a European project
on ambient computing in which part of
the user commands are spoken, a project
coordinated by Philips; Ivomob, a project
on speech command for automobiles;
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the design of a software to synchronize
the lip movements of cartoon characters
with their voice, in collaboration with
ENST and the company Syngmagic.
Another application is foreign language
learning. Part of the difficulty in learning
a new language resides in the fact that
learners are not familiar with the sounds
of the language. An English person
will have trouble with French words
that contain [y] or [ã] because these
sounds are not present in English.
Starting from this principle, Parole research
scientists wrote software that reinforces
certain sounds. This is a kind of affirmative
choice, the phonemes that are hard
to understand are put in front of the stage.
The software was tested on a population
of non French-speaking students, with
emphasis on the occlusive and fricative
consonants [p/t/k] and [f/s/ch].
The voice of the teacher was transformed
by the software. And it works. Within
a short period of time, the understanding
capabilities for words pronounced in fill
in the blank sentences were improved
by 10% compared with the control group.
A more thorough validation is taking
place with a view to industrial diffusion.
In the same vein, the Parole team
is developing a system to aid young deaf
persons, in collaboration with the DATHA
association (Development of technological
aids for handicapped people) and
the CNEFEI (National center for studies
and training of maladjusted children).
Deaf people learn language exclusively
through the observation of the face
of the person who talks to them.
The software identifies the phonemes
pronounced by the speaker and translates
them into jaw, lip and hand movements
for a synthetic animated character.
It is called cued speech. Upcoming work
will focus on the development
of a speaking head model, with robust
enough lip animation to allow for lip
reading. Our words will soon be on every
computer's lips...

Cryptographic protocol

breakers
Up to now, cryptographic
protocol testing was
more of an art than a science.
With the invention of automatic
verification tools, protocols
will at last be
checked infallibly.

Jean Goubault-Larrecq
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1998: Receives a “Bull R&D Award”
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at the École normale supérieure de Cachan
2001: Head of project

SECSI, INRIA Futurs

defines how this exchange must take
place, using for example an external server
acting as an intermediary. To ensure
the reliability of protocols, SECSI designed
an automatic verification software,
provisionally called H1, that assumes
the role of a spy and attempts to discover
the keys that are exchanged by any
means. “We assume that the intruder is
all-powerful,” says Jean Goubault-Larrecq,
head of the team. He knows the
encryption algorithm, he can send all
the messages he wants to the external
server and analyze what the server sends
in return.” The omnipotent capabilities
of this spy are not exaggerated. Faults
may lurk in a priori inaccessible recesses
of the protocol.

A few lines suffice to verify

November 1995, turmoil among
cryptologists. The Needham-Schroeder
public key authentication protocol has
just been broken after having resisted
seventeen years of attacks. This protocol
allowed two parties to certify their identity
by exchanging data. Using the hole thus
uncovered, anyone could henceforth
interfere in this exchange and impersonate
one of the two parties. In fact, the security
protocols that exhibit holes in the years
following their publication are legion.
The problem is that authors predominantly
validate their protocols by hand by
themselves imagining all the attacks
that could be launched against them.
Unfortunately, they cannot be exhaustive
in spite of all their attentiveness.
The SECSI team (security of information
systems), a joint team of INRIA and the
specification and verification laboratory
(ENS Cachan and CNRS UMR 8643),
proposes an infallible solution
—an automatic protocol verification
software. To be more precise, in 1995
the protocol was broken, but not
the underlying cryptographic algorithm.
In all cryptographic applications (credit
card payment, money transfer between
banks, electronic mail confidentiality),
the role of each of the two is well defined.
The cryptographic algorithms ensure
the security of the transmission after
the exchange of keys between the sender
and the recipient, whereas the protocol

Using H1 is surprisingly simple.
The exchanges that happen between
the parties and the information available
to each are first described using such
instructions as: the sender will know
the ciphered version of the message
if he knows the message and the key.
The software then devises all possible
attacks. For example, it impersonates
the sender and sends a false message to
the recipient to test the latter's reactions
to a forged message sent according
to the protocol. The exploration
of the attacks is based on automatic
proof techniques, in which the statement
to be proven is translated into logical
expressions and the software looks
for steps that lead from the hypotheses
to the conclusions. How can the reliability
of this search be ensured?
Could H1 forget some attacks? To certify
its approach, H1 uses Coq, a proof
checking software developed by Inria.
Coq verifies the chain of logical steps
taken by H1. This operation is faultless
because Coq was itself intensely tested
and controls the chain of steps via two
different methods. H1 was put to the test
on classical security protocols, including
the Needham-Schroeder public key
authentication protocol, and successfully
found the known faults in these protocols.
Members of SECSI recently used H1
to prove the reliability of an algorithm
that is in the process of becoming one
of the standards in group communication.
This algorithm can be used to distribute
the same key to a circle of individuals
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who do not trust each other and want
to make sure that none of them can give
the key to somebody else (for example,
the circle could be members of
an Internet discussion group). H1 is
of potential interest to all companies
whose protocols need to be verified
to a high degree of security. The DCSSI,
the French body that defines standards
in terms of information security, has
a seven level scale to evaluate system
security. If a company wants to boast
of the safest levels, it must prove that
its protocols are secure using formal tools
such as H1. The advantage of H1 over
the competition is that it can be adapted
to all existing protocols and that it is
frighteningly fast to use—the definition
of the attacks only takes a few lines.
In 2004, SECSI begins a collaboration
with France Télécom on a project called
”Prouvé”, in the framework of the national
network for software engineering (RNTL).
France Télécom wants to test t
he functioning of numerous cryptographic
protocols to see which ones are secure
and why. SECSI will formally model
the architectures of France Télécom and
assess their robustness against possible
ill-intentioned activities. The members
of SECSI are the first accredited protocol
breakers!

The 110 INRIA project-teams
as of January 1st, 2004

Theme 1: NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS
Keywords: parallel computing/architecture/networks/systems/performance evaluation/

Projects
A3 (1)
ACES (2)
APACHE (3)
ARES (52)
ARLES
ARMOR (4)
CAPS (2)
COMPSYS (9)
ESPRESSO (2)
GRAND-LARGE (53)
HIPERCOM
JACQUARD (5)
MAESTRO (49)
MASCOTTE (6)
MIMOSA (7)
MOSCOVA
PARIS (8)
PLANETE
POP ART
REMAP (9)
RESO (48)
S4 (2)
SARDES (10)
TREC (11)
TRIO (12)
TRISKELL (2)
TROPICS
VASY
VERTECS (2)

distributed and real time programming
Advanced analysis to code optimization
Ambient computing and embedded systems
Parallel algorithms and load sharing
Architectures of networks of services
Software architectures and distributed systems
Architectures and network models
Compilation, parallel architectures and system
Compilation and embedded systems
Synchronous programming for the trusted component-based
engineering of embedded systems and mission-critical systems
Global parallel and distributed computing
High performance communication
Software components weaving
Models for the performance analysis and the control of networks
Algorithms, simulation, combinatorics and optimization
for telecommunications
Migration and mobility: semantics and applications
Mobililty, security, concurrence, verification and analysis
Programming distributed parallel systems for large scale
numerical simulation
Protocols and applications for the Internet
Programming and operating systems for applications in real-time
Regularity and massive parallel computing
Protocols and software for very high-performances networks
System synthesis and supervision, scenarios
System architecture for reflective distributed computing environments
Theory of networks and communications
Real time and interoperability
Reliable and efficient component based software engineering
Program transformations for scientific computing
System validation - Research and applications
Verification models and techniques applied to testing and control
of reactive systems

Christine EISENBEIS
Michel BANÂTRE
Brigitte PLATEAU
Stéphane UBEDA
Valérie ISSARNY
Gerardo RUBINO
André SEZNEC
Tanguy RISSET
Jean-Pierre TALPIN

Futurs
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Rennes
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes

Franck CAPPELLO
Philippe JACQUET
Jean-Marc GEIB
Philippe NAIN
Jean-Claude BERMOND

Futurs
Rocquencourt
Futurs
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis

Gérard BOUDOL
Jean-Jacques LEVY
Thierry PRIOL

Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Rennes

Walid DABBOUS
Éric RUTTEN
Frédéric DESPREZ
Pascale VICAT-BLANC PRIMET
Benoît CAILLAUD
Jean-Bernard STEFANI
François BACCELLI
Françoise SIMONOT-LION
Jean-Marc JEZEQUEL
Laurent HASCOET
Hubert GARAVEL
Thierry JERON

Sophia Antipolis and Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Lorraine and Rhône-Alpes
Rennes
Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes

Theme 2: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND SYMBOLIC COMPUTING
Keywords: semantics and programming/algorithmics and symbolic computing

Projects
ALGO
ARENAIRE (9)
CAFE
CALLIGRAMME (13)
CASSIS (14)
CODES
COMPOSE (15)
CONTRAINTES
COPRIN (16)
CRISTAL
GALAAD (17)
GEOMETRICA (18)
LANDE (2)
LEMME
LOGICAL (19)
MODBIO (13)
OASIS (6)
OBASCO (47)
PROTHEO (13)
SECSI (20)
SPACES (21)
TANC ( 22)

Algorithms
Computer arithmetic
Computer algebra and functional equations
Linear logic, proof networks and categorial grammars
Combination of approaches to the security of infinite states systems
Coding and information protection
Design and development of adaptive programs and systems
Constraint programming
Constraints solving, optimization and robust interval analysis
Typed programming, modularity and compilation
Geometry, algebra, algorithms
Geometric computing
Software design and validation
Software and mathematics
Logic and computing
Computational models in molecular biology
Active objects, semantics, Internet and security
Objects, aspects and components
Constraints, automatic deduction and software properties proofs
Security of information systems
Solving problems through algebraic computation and efficient software
Algorithmic number theory for cryptology
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Bruno SALVY
Jean-Michel MULLER
Manuel BRONSTEIN
Philippe DE GROOTE
Michaël RUSINOWITCH
Nicolas SENDRIER
Charles CONSEL
François FAGES
Jean-Pierre MERLET
Xavier LEROY
Bernard MOURRAIN
Jean-Daniel BOISSONNAT
Thomas JENSEN
Loïc POTTIER
Gilles DOWEK
Alexander BOCKMAYR
Isabelle ATTALI
Pierre COINTE
Claude KIRCHNER
Jean GOUBAULT-LARRECQ
Daniel LAZARD
François MORAIN

Rocquencourt
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Futurs
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Sophia Antipolis
Futurs
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Lorraine
Futurs
Lorraine and Rocquencourt
Futurs

Theme 3: HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTION, IMAGES, DATA, KNOWLEDGE
Keywords: databases/knowledge bases/cognitive systems/vision/image analysis and synthesis

Projects
ACACIA
ALCOVE (51)
ARIANA (6)
ARTIS (23)
ATLAS (46)
ATOLL
AXIS
CORDIAL (24)
CORTEX (13)
ECOO (13)
EPIDAURE
EVASION (23)
EXMO
GEMO (1)
HELIX (25)
IMEDIA
IN-SITU (1)
IPARLA (15)

Knowledge acquisition for aided design through agent interaction
Collaborative interactive virtual environment
Inverse problems in earth monitoring
Acquisition, representation and transformations for image synthesis
Complex data management in distributed systems
Software tools for natural language
Usage-centered design, analysis and improvement of information systems
Human-machine spoken dialogue
Neuromimetic intelligence
Environment for cooperation
Medical imaging and robotics
Virtual environments for animation and image synthesis of natural objects
Computer mediated exchange of structured knowledge
Integration of data and knowledge distributed over the web
Computer science and genomics
Image and multimedia indexing, browsing and retrieval
Situated interaction
Visualization and manipulation of complex data on wireless
mobile devices
ISA (13)
Virtual and augmented reality applications in architectural
and urban engineering
LANGUE & DIALOGUE (13) Human-machine dialogue with a significant language component
LEAR (23)
Learning and recognition in vision
MAIA (13)
Autonomous intelligent machine
MERLIN (26)
Methods for interactive software ergonomics
METISS (2)
Speech and sound data modeling and processing
MOVI (23)
Modeling, localization, recognition and interpretation in computer vision
ODYSSEE (27)
Computer and biological vision
ORION
Intelligent environments for the resolution of problems for autonomous
systems
PAROLE (13)
Analysis, perception and recognition of speech
PRIMA (23)
Perception, recognition and integration for observation of activity
REVES
Rendering and virtual environments with sound
SIAMES (2)
Computer generated images, animation, modeling and simulation
SYMBIOSE (2)
Biological systems and models, bioinformatics and sequences
TEMICS (2)
Digital image processing, modeling and communication
TEXMEX (2)
Multimedia content-based indexing
VISTA (2)
Spatio-temporal active vision
WAM
Web, adaptation and multimedia

Rose DIENG
Christophe CHAILLOU
Josiane ZERUBIA
François SILLION
Patrick VALDURIEZ
Éric VILLEMONTE DE LA CLERGERIE
Brigitte TROUSSE
Laurent MICLET
Frédéric ALEXANDRE
Claude GODART
Nicholas AYACHE
Marie-Paule CANI
Jérôme EUZENAT
Serge ABITEBOUL
François RECHENMANN
Nozha BOUJEMAA
Wendy MACKAY
Pascal GUITTON

Sophia Antipolis
Futurs
Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Rennes
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis and Rocquencourt
Rennes
Lorraine
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Rhône-Alpes
Futurs
Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Futurs
Futurs

Jean-Claude PAUL

Lorraine

Laurent ROMARY
Cordelia SCHMID
François CHARPILLET
Dominique SCAPIN
Frédéric BIMBOT
Radu HORAUD
Olivier FAUGERAS
Monique THONNAT

Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Lorraine
Rocquencourt and Lorraine
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Sophia Antipolis

Yves LAPRIE
James CROWLEY
Georges DRETTAKIS
Bruno ARNALDI
Jacques NICOLAS
Christine GUILLEMOT
Patrick GROS
Patrick BOUTHEMY
Vincent QUINT

Lorraine
Rhône-Alpes
Sophia Antipolis
Rennes
Rennes
Rennes
Rennes
Rennes
Rhône-Alpes

Theme 4: SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Keywords: automatic control/robotics/signal/modeling and scientific computing

Projects
CAIMAN (28)
CALVI (29)
COMORE (30)
CONGE (31)
CORIDA (32)
DEMAR (50)
ESTIME
GAMMA
ICARE
IDOPT (10)
MACS
MACSI (33)
MATHFI (34)
MAXPLUS
METALAU
MICMAC (35)
OMEGA (36)
ONDES (37)
OPALE (6)

Scientific computing, modeling and numerical analysis
Scientific computation and visualization
Modeling and control of renewable resources
Geometric control for non-linear systems
Robust control of infinite dimensional systems and applications
Artificial movement and gait restoration
Parameter estimation and modeling in heterogeneous media
Automatic mesh generation and adaptation methods
Instrumentation, control and architecture of advanced robots
System identification and optimization in physics and environment
Modeling, analysis and control for structural mechanics computations
Industrial system modeling, analysis and operation
Financial mathematics
Max-plus algebras and mathematics of decision
Methods, algorithms and software in automatic control
Methods and engineering of multiscale computing from atom
to continuum
Probabilistic numerical methods
Modeling, analysis and simulation of wave propagation phenomena
Optimization and control, numerical algorithms and integration
of complex multidiscipline systems governed by PDE
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Serge PIPERNO
Éric SONNENDRÜCKER
Jean-Luc GOUZÉ
Jean-Claude VIVALDA
Marius TUCSNAK
David GUIRAUD
Jérôme JAFFRÉ
Paul-Louis GEORGE
Claude SAMSON
François-Xavier LE DIMET
Dominique CHAPELLE
Marie-Claude PORTMANN
Agnès SULEM
Stéphane GAUBERT
Maurice GOURSAT
Claude LE BRIS

Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Lorraine
Lorraine
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis
Rhône-Alpes
Rocquencourt
Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt
Rocquencourt

Denis TALAY
Patrick JOLY
Jean-Antoine DESIDERI

Sophia Antipolis and Lorraine
Rocquencourt
Sophia Antipolis and Rhône-Alpes

SCALAPPLIX (38)
SIGMA2 (2)
SMASH (39)
SYDOCO

Algorithms and high performance computing for grand challenge
applications
Signal, models, algorithms
Simulation, modeling and analysis of heterogeneous systems
Dynamic systems and optimal command

Jean ROMAN

Futurs

François LE GLAND
Hervé GUILLARD
Frédéric BONNANS

Rennes
Sophia Antipolis
Rocquencourt

IN ADDITION TO THESE 110 PROJECT-TEAMS, THERE IS A DEVELOPMENT PROJECT:
SCILAB

Technical team of the Scilab Consortium

Claude GOMEZ

Rocquencourt

The seven joint laboratories in which INRIA participates as of January 1st, 2004
CERMICS (40)
GRAVIR (41)
ID (41)
IECN (42)
IRISA (43)
LIP (44)
LORIA (45)

Center for teaching and research in mathematics, computer science
and scientific computing
Computer graphics, vision and robotics
Computing and distribution
Élie Cartan Institute at Nancy
Institute for research in computer science and random systems
Parallel computing department
Lorraine laboratory for research in computer science
and its applications

0(1) Joint project with the LRI (CNRS and University of Paris-Sud)
0(2) IRISA project jointly with CNRS, INSA Rennes and the University of Rennes I
0(3) ID laboratory project jointly with CNRS, INPG and UJF
0(4) IRISA project jointly with CNRS, INSA Rennes, the University of Rennes I
and ENST Bretagne
0(5) Joint project with LIFL (CNRS and the University of science and technology of Lille)
0(6) Joint project with I3S (CNRS and UNSA)
0(7) Joint project with the École des mines de Paris and the University of Provence,
dually located at Sophia Antipolis and Marseille
0(8) IRISA project jointly with CNRS, INSA Rennes, the University of Rennes I
and the École normale supérieure de Cachan
0(9) LIP project jointly with CNRS and the École normale supérieure de Lyon, located in Lyon
(10) Joint project with IMAG (CNRS, INPG, UJF)
(11) Joint project with the École normale supérieure de Paris, located in Paris
(12) LORIA project jointly with CNRS, the Universities Henri Poincaré, Nancy II and INPL,
and the École normale supérieure de Lyon
(13) LORIA project jointly with CNRS, the Universities Henri Poincaré, Nancy II and INPL
(14) LORIA project jointly with CNRS, the Universities Henri Poincaré, Nancy II and INPL,
and the LIFC (CNRS and University of Franche-Comté)
(15) Joint project with the LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I and ENSEIRB),
located in Bordeaux
(16) Joint project with I3S (CNRS and UNSA) and CERMICS (ENPC)
(17) Joint project with the JAD (CNRS and UNSA)
(18) Joint project with CNRS and UNSA (I3S) and the École normale supérieure de Paris
(19) Joint project with the LRI (CNRS and University of Paris-Sud)
and the LIX (CNRS and École polytechnique)
(20) Joint project with the LSV (CNRS and ENS Cachan), located in Cachan
(21) LORIA project jointly with CNRS, the Universities Henri Poincaré, Nancy II and INPL,
and the University of Paris VI (LIP6)
(22) Joint project with the LIX (CNRS and École polytechnique)
(23) GRAVIR project jointly with CNRS, INPG and UJF
(24) IRISA project jointly with CNRS, INSA Rennes, the University of Rennes I, located in Lannion
(25) Joint project with CNRS and the Claude Bernard University at Lyon, dually located in Lyon
and Grenoble
(26) Joint project with the University of Paris V and the Henri Poincaré University
(27) Joint project with ENPC (CERMICS) and the École normale supérieure de Paris
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Bernard LAPEYRE
Roger MOHR
Brigitte PLATEAU
Daniel BARLET
Claude LABIT
Jean-Michel MULLER
Hélène KIRCHNER

(28) Joint project with CERMICS (ENPC)
(29) Joint project with IECN (CNRS and Henri Poincaré University), IRMA and the LSIIT
(CNRS and Louis Pasteur University), dually located in Nancy and Strasbourg
(30) Joint project with CNRS
(31) Joint project with the MMAS (CNRS and University of Metz), located in Metz
(32) Joint project with IECN (CNRS and Henri Poincaré University)
and the MMAS (CNRS and University of Metz), dually located in Nancy and Metz
(33) LORIA project jointly with CNRS, the Universities Henri Poincaré, Nancy II, INPL
and the University of Metz, dually located in Nancy and Metz
(34) Joint project with the ENPC (CERMICS) and the University of Marne-la-Vallée,
dually located in Rocquencourt and Marne-la-Vallée
(35) Joint project with CERMICS (ENPC), dually located in Rocquencourt and Marne-la-Vallée
(36) Joint project with IECN (CNRS and Henri Poincaré University),
dually located at Sophia Antipolis and Nancy
(37) Joint project with the SMP (CNRS and ENSTA)
(38) Joint project with the LABRI (CNRS, University of Bordeaux I and ENSEIRB)
and the MAB (CNRS, Universities of Bordeaux I and II), located in Bordeaux
(39) Joint project with CNRS and the University of Provence, dually located
at Sophia Antipolis and Marseille
(40) Joint department with ENPC
(41) Joint research unit with CNRS, INPG and the Joseph Fourier University
(42) Joint research unit with CNRS and the Henri Poincaré University
(43) Joint research unit with CNRS, INSA Rennes and the University of Rennes I
(44) Joint research unit with CNRS and the École normale supérieure de Lyon
(45) Joint research unit with CNRS, the Henri Poincaré University,
the University of Nancy II and INPL
(46) Joint project with the University of Nantes, located in Nantes
(47) Joint project with the École des mines de Nantes, located in Nantes
(48) Joint project with the LIP (ENS and UCB) and CNRS, located in Lyon
(49) Joint project with the LIRMM, UMR University of Montpellier II
(50) Joint project with the LIRMM, UMR University of Montpellier II, CNRS
the University of Montpellier I
(51) Joint project with the LIFL (UMR CNRS and the University of science
and technology of Lille
(52) Joint project with INSA, the UMR LIP (CNRS, ENS, UCB) of Lyon
(53) Joint project with the LRI (CNRS and University of Paris-Sud) and the LIFL
(CNRS and the University of science and technology of Lille)
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Jean-Claude Paul

Éliane Bécache

Professor at the Nancy Architecture School
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Gerardo Rubino

Philippe De Groote
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François Sillion

Françoise Détienne
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Michel Sorine
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Christian Laugier
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Jean-Pierre Merlet
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INRIA Rocquencourt

Jocelyne Erhel

INRIA Rhône-Alpes
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Christine Morin
INRIA Rennes

Éric Rutten
INRIA Rhône-Alpes

André Seznec
INRIA Rennes

Head of the Upstream Scientific Studies
Department, Dassault-Aviation

Monique Thonnat

Vincent Levillain

Marius Tucsnak
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Department, EADS
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INRIA Sophia Antipolis

Benjamin Werner
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The six
INRIA units
Rocquencourt / This site, where INRIA was founded in 1967,
now hosts INRIA’s headquarters (approximately 200 persons)
and the oldest INRIA research unit. The research unit has a staff
of 550 persons, including 390 scientists, 36 research projects and
one development project. Seven projects are joint with the universities
of Paris V, Marne-la-Vallée and Henri-Poincaré, the engineering
schools ENSTA, ENS, ENPC and CNAM, and CNRS.
Rennes / This research unit was founded in 1980. Together with
CNRS, the University of Rennes and INSA Rennes, it constitutes
the IRISA (Institute for Research in Computer Science and Random
Systems). Some 500 persons are working there, including almost
370 scientists, within 26 research projects. One of the teams founded
in 2002 is located in Lannion.
Sophia Antipolis / This research unit was founded in 1983
at the heart of the largest European advanced research community.
The unit has 580 persons, including 480 scientists, within 28 research
projects. Half of the research projects are joint projects with other
establishments and research laboratories, such as the Applied
Mathematics Center (CMA, École des Mines), the Computing,
Signals and Systems department of Sophia Antipolis (I3S) and
the J.A. Dieudonné department (CNRS and the University of NiceSophia Antipolis), the Center for Teaching and Research
in Mathematics, Computer Science and Scientific Computing
(CERMICS, École des Ponts), the Marine Plankton Ecology
and Biological Oceanography department (CNRS and the University
of Paris VI), the University of Provence and the École Normale
Supérieure. Two research teams are located in Marseilles
and Montpellier

Lorraine / This research unit dates from 1986. It gathers nearly
450 persons, including 260 scientists, within 23 teams including
15 research projects. In Nancy, it constitutes Loria (Lorraine laboratory
for research in computer science and its applications) and the IECN
(Elie Cartan Institute at Nancy), together with CNRS, the Institut
national polytechnique de Lorraine, the Henri Poincaré-Nancy I
University and the Nancy II University. Three research projects are
entirely or partially located in Metz, in collaboration with the University
of Metz and CNRS

Rhône-Alpes / The Rhône-Alpes unit was founded in 1992.
It now has about 420 persons. A total of 265 scientists participate
in 24 teams (21 research projects), 16 of which are in partnership
with CNRS, the Joseph Fourier University and Institut National
Polytechnique de Grenoble (GRAVIR and ID laboratories), CNRS
and the École Normale Supérieure of Lyons (LIP laboratory),
the Pierre Mendès-France University, the Claude Bernard University
and the Institut National des Sciences Appliquées (INSA) of Lyons.
Six research teams are entirely or partially located in Lyons.

Futurs / The newest unit was founded in 2002. It is special in that
it is organized around three sites: Saclay, Bordeaux and Lille.
At the end of the year, it already gathered close to 200 persons
on the different sites, including 170 scientists. Twenty teams (including
11 research projects) composed of INRIA researchers, academics
and CNRS scientists are located as follows:
● Five of them in Bordeaux, in partnership with the LABRI (CNRS,
the University of Bordeaux I, ENSEIRB) and/or with the MAB
(CNRS, the Universities of Bordeaux I and Bordeaux II, ENSEIRB),
● five of them in Lille, in partnership with the LIFL (CNRS and
the Science and Technology University of Lille),
● ten of them south-east of Paris, in partnership with three
laboratories, the LRI (CNRS and the University of Paris-Sud),
the LIX (École Polytechnique and CNRS) and the LSV
(École Normale Supérieure de Cachan and CNRS).
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INRIA
sites
INRIA Headquarters
Domaine de Voluceau - Rocquencourt
BP 105
78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 1 39 63 55 11

INRIA Futurs Research Unit
Parc Club Orsay Université
ZAC des vignes
4, rue Jacques Monod - Bât G
91893 Orsay Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 1 72 92 59 00

INRIA Lorraine-Loria Research Unit
Technopole de Nancy-Brabois - Campus scientifique
615, rue du Jardin Botanique
BP 101
54602 Villers-lès-Nancy Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 3 83 59 30 00

INRIA Rennes-Irisa Research Unit
Campus universitaire de Beaulieu
35042 Rennes Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 2 99 84 71 00

INRIA Rhône-Alpes Research Unit
ZIRST - 655, avenue de l’Europe
38334 Montbonnot-Saint-Ismier Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 4 76 61 52 00

INRIA Rocquencourt Research Unit
Domaine de Voluceau - Rocquencourt
BP 105
78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 1 39 63 55 11

INRIA Sophia Antipolis Research Unit
2004, route des Lucioles
BP 93
06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, France
Tel.: + 33 4 92 38 77 77
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